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A SEMILINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION WITH RANDOM POTENTIAL
MARIUS BECEANU AND AVY SOFFER
Abstract. We study a non-linear Schro¨dinger equation with a Hartree-type nonlinearity and
a localized random time-dependent external potential. Sharp dispersive estimates for the linear
Schro¨dinger equation with a random time-dependent potential enable us to also treat the case of
small semi-linear perturbations.
In both the linear and the nonlinear instances, we prove that, on average, energy remains bounded
and solutions scatter.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Statement of the problem. The purpose of this paper is to understand the interaction be-
tween random time-dependent external potentials and non-linear terms in the behavior of solutions
of the following nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation on Rd, where d ě 3:
ipψωqt ´∆ψω ` Vωpx, tqψω ` ǫpχ ˚ |ψω|2qψω “ 0, ψωp0q “ ψ0px, ωp0qq P L2pRd ˆ Y q. (1.1)
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 35Q41, 60J65, 35J10, 35Q40.
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Here Y is some compact Hausdorff topological space, ωp0q is a random or specific point in Y , and
}ψω}2 “ 1. The function Vωpx, tq is a random time-dependent potential specified more precisely
below, ǫ ě 0 is a coupling constant, and the “two-body potential” χpxq is a function on Rd whose
properties will be specified below.
Assumptions: The random time-dependent potential is a real-valued function of x that
also depends on a random time-dependent parameter, as follows. Let V : RdˆY Ñ R, V “ V px, yq,
be a family of real-valued scalar potentials on Rd, indexed by a parameter y P Y . The parameter
space Y is taken to be a compact topological space and a measure space. Then we set
Vωpx, tq :“ V px, ωptqq, (1.2)
where ω : r0,8q Ñ Y is a continuous random path through the parameter space Y , parametrized
by time t.
The random path ω is chosen as follows. Let Ω “ Cpr0,8q;Y q be the set of continuous Y -
valued paths ω : r0,8q Ñ Y and let pΩ,F ,Pq be a measure space on Ω, with P : F Ñ r0, 1s a
probability measure defined on the σ-algebra F .
The probability measure P on Ω determines a continuous Y -valued process pXtqtě0 : Ω Ñ Y
such that each path ω P Ω is an instance of this process, Xtpωq “ ωptq.
Further assumptions: 1. pXtqtě1 is a Markov process, meaning that
EtXt | Fsu “ Xs for any 0 ď s ď t,
where the definition of Fs is given below. Here E is the expectation with respect to the probability
measure P.
For each t ě 0, the distribution of Xt is a probability measure on Y determined by P.
2. The Markov process pXtqtě0 is stationary. Then pXtqtě0 generates a contraction semigroup
pe´tAqtě0 on LppY q, 1 ď p ď 8, with infinitesimal generator ´A, defined by
re´tAf spyq “ E fpX0q | Xt “ y(,
where E denotes expectation with respect to ω. It has a non-negative integral kernel given by
e´tApy1, y2q “ PpXt “ y1 | X0 “ y2q. (1.3)
We assume that A ě 0 is self-adjoint, hence ´A is dissipative, and require the following condi-
tions related to the contraction semigroup e´tA:
C1. For each t ą 0, e´tA is Lp-bounded for 1 ď p ď 8, of uniformly bounded operator norm, and
its integral kernel is in L8y2L
1
y1
X L8y1L1y2 .
C2. The integral kernel e´tApy1, y2q is norm-continuous in L8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2 as a function of t, for
t ą 0, and converges in norm to some limit as tÑ8.
C3. For all t ą 0, e´tA P BpL1, L8q.
C4. For each t ą 0, e´tApy1, y2q can be approximated by the tensor product of bounded, compactly
supported functions in L8y2L
1
y1
X L8y1L1y2 .
C5. The zero-energy eigenspace of A (eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue 0) has dimension
one and the ground state (zero-energy eigenfunction) hpyq ą 0 is positive and integrable, h P L1y.
An important example is pXtqtě0 being Brownian motion on a Riemannian manifold Y , with or
without boundary, such as a Lie group of symmetries or some subset of it.
3. The family of potentials V has the property that V px, yq P CypL1x XL8x q: each sample V p¨, yq
is in L1xXL8x , they are uniformly bounded in norm, and the dependence of V p¨, yq on the parameter
y is continuous in the L1x X L8x norm.
Examples of interest include:
‚ V px, yq “ V px ´ yq, i.e. V px, yq is the translate of a fixed function on Rd by a random vector
y P Rd, or is subject to some other randomly chosen symmetry transformation of Rd;
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‚ V px, yq “ V1pxq ` yV2pxq: random changes in amplitude on top of some fixed potential;
and combinations of these examples. But our setup is yet more general than that.
4. If the family of potentials V p¨, yq depends on the random parameter y in a trivial manner,
then the randomness makes no difference and one cannot expect results to differ from those in the
deterministic case:
‚ If V px, yq “ V pxq then the equation is deterministic, not random.
‚ If V px, yq “ V pxq ` fpyq then one can get rid of the randomness by conjugating the equation by
ei
şt
0
fpωpτqq dτ .
Then the solutions’ size will be deterministic, only the phase of ψω will be random.
The above are the only two cases in which the effect of the randomness is trivial. In order to
exclude them, we impose the following non-triviality Assumption A:
Assumption A (Nontrivial randomness). Let hpyq be the zero energy eigenstate of A.
There exists an open set O Ă Rd such that for almost every x P O there exist y1, y2 P supph
such that V px, y1q ‰ V px, y2q.
There exists an open set O1 Ă Rd such that, for almost every px1, x2q P O1 ˆ Rd, there exist y1,
y2 P supph such that V px1, y1q ´ V px2, y1q ‰ V px1, y2q ´ V px2, y2q.
This assumption precludes the two problematic cases. As we shall see, Assumption A indeed
suffices to prove dispersion.
5. The nonlinear potential ǫχ ˚ |ψ|2 is a Hartree-type potential. The convolution kernel
χ P Ld{2,8 (weak Ld{2) is even and ǫ ăă 1 is a small coupling constant.
1.2. Main results. For equation (1.1), the energy of a solution ψωpx, tq is defined by
Eωrψωsptq “ 1
2
ż
Rd
|∇ψω|2 ` Vωpx, tq|ψω |2 dx` ǫ
4
ż
RdˆRd
χpx´ yq|ψωpxq|2|ψωpyq|2 dx dy.
Because the random potential is time-dependent, energy is not constant. At best, one can prove
that it is conserved up to a constant factor, see Theorem 1.1.
Our main nonlinear result is the following:
Theorem 1.1 (Main result). For each initial data ψ0 P L2 and |ǫ| ă ǫ0p}ψ0}L2q, equation (1.1),
ipψωqt ´∆ψω ` Vωpx, tqψω ` ǫpχ ˚ |ψω|2qψω “ 0, ψωp0q “ ψ0px, ωp0qq P L2pRd ˆ Y q,
has, with probability one, a global-in-time unique mild solution ψω, in the sense of semigroups:
ψωptq “ e´it∆ψωp0q ` i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sq∆rVωpx, sqψωpsq ` ǫpχ ˚ |ψωpsq|2qψωpsqs ds.
The solution depends Lipschitz-continuously on the initial data, for t ě 0, in the L2ωL2tL6,2x Strichartz
norm:
E
 }ψω}2L2tL6,2x ( À }ψ0}2L2yL2x .
Also, due to the unitarity of the evolution, along each path ω P Ω }ψω}L8t L2x “ }ψ0px, ωp0qq}L2x .
If in addition ArhV s P L8y Ld{2,8x and h1{2∇ψ0 P L2ωL2x, where h is the ground state of A, then
the energy remains bounded on average:
E
 
hpωptqqEωrψωsptq
( À }h1{2∇ψ0}2L2yL2x ` }ψ0}2L2yL2x .
Moreover, the average of the energy converges as tÑ8:
lim
tÑ8
E
 
hpωptqqEωrψωsptq
(
exists.
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The random initial data have to be adapted to the random process, so ψ0px, ωq can only depend
on ωp0q P Y and }ψ0px, ωq}L2pRdˆΩq “ }ψ0px, ωp0qq}L2pRdˆY q. There are no other restrictions on L2
initial data. It could be a non-uniformly-bounded ensemble of initial data — or the same for all
random trajectories.
The initial distribution of ω can be a Dirac measure, i.e. for some y0 P Y Ppωp0q “ y0q “ 1, so
ωp0q “ y0 for almost all ω P Ω. In this case, the initial condition reduces to ψ0 P L2x.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on essentially optimal linear estimates described below. Consider
the inhomogeneous linear equation with random time-dependent potential
iBtψω ´∆ψω ` Vωψω “ Ψωpx, tq, ψωp0q :“ ψ0px, ωp0qq P L2pRd ˆ Y q, (1.4)
where the random time-dependent potential Vω is as in (1.2).
For this linear equation, the energy of a solution is defined as
Eω linrψωsptq “ 1
2
ż
Rd
|∇ψω|2 ` Vωpx, tq|ψω |2 dx.
As for the non-linear equation, this energy need not be constant — even if Ψ “ 0 — because the
potential is time-dependent.
Let Ft Ă PpΩq be the least σ-algebra with respect to which Xs is measurable for every s P r0, ts.
Then pFtqtě0 is an increasing filtration of F . A process pFtpωqqtě0 is said to be adapted to this
filtration if Ft is Ft-measurable for each t ě 0.
Our main result on the linear equation is then the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that V P CypL1x X L8x q is real-valued and satisfies Assumption A and that
Ψωptq is adapted to pFtqtě0. Then the solution ψω of (1.4) fulfills the estimates
E
 }ψω}2L2tL6,2x ( À }ψ0}2L2yL2x ` E}Ψω}2L2tL6{5,2x (1.5)
and, for all t ě 0,
E
 }ψωptq}2L2x`L8x ( À xty´d“}ψ0}2L2ypL1xXL2xq ` sup
sě0
xsydE }Ψωpsq}2L1xXL2x(‰. (1.6)
Moreover, if hpyq is the zero-energy eigenstate of A and if ArhpyqV px, yqs P L8y Ld{2,8x , then energy
remains bounded on average and its average converges as tÑ8:
E
 
hpωptqqEω linrψωsptq
( À }h1{2∇ψ0}2L2y,x ` }ψ0}2L2y,x , limtÑ8E hpωptqqEω linrψωsptq( exists.
As a consequence of Strichartz estimates we observe that the time-dependent randomness of Vω
makes all possible bound states of the operators ´∆ ` V p¨, yq, for any y P Y , decay along almost
all random trajectories ω, when the randomness is nontrivial in the sense of Assumption A.
For easier comparison with [FLLS], see below, we also state a straightforward generalization of
this result to trace-class operators. A rank-one initial condition, Pω :“ |ψωyxψω|, can be replaced by
a density matrix, i.e. a positive trace-class operator of trace 1. Then Theorem 1.2 implies a trace-
class dispersive bound for a Liouville-type equation with a random time-dependent Hamiltonian.
The Schatten–von Neumann classes are denoted by Sα, 1 ď α ă 8, with S1 the trace class,
S2 the Hilbert–Schmidt class, and S8 the space of compact operators. Using a singular-value
decomposition, any normal operator γ P Sα can be written as
γ “
ÿ
j
njuj b uj ,
where pnjqj P ℓα are the eigenvalues of γ, and the functions ujpxq form an orthonormal basis in L2.
The density of γ is defined by
ργpxq “
ÿ
j
nj|ujpxq|2. (1.7)
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Corollary 1.3. Consider the Liouville-type equation
iBtfω “ r´∆` Vωptq, fωs ` iFω, fωp0q “ f0pωp0qq P L1yBpL2xq, (1.8)
where fω and Fω are random time-dependent families of self-adjoint trace-class operators, and Fω
is adapted to pFtqtě0. Then, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2,››Eρfptq››L1tLd,1x À E}ρf0}L1x `
ż
R
}EρF ptq}L1x dt “ }Ef0}S1 `
ż
R
}EF ptq}S1 dt.
Related results for Hilbert–Schmidt operators and more general Schatten–von Neumann classes
will be presented in another paper.
1.3. Motivation and history of the problem. The stochastic differential equation (1.1) is used
to model and describe various physical phenomena, such as the following ones:
I. Equations such as Eq. (1.1) describe the mean-field limit of systems of N interacting bosons
interacting through two-body potentials ǫ χ and subject to a time-dependent external potential Vω;
(number N of particles going to infinity, coupling constant ǫ going to zero, with N ¨g kept constant).
II. Consider a heavy molecule with internal structure coupled to a noisy environment. The
electrons in its outer shells may then satisfy the linear version (ε “ 0) of equation (1.1).
If the molecule interacts with a reactive material/medium then the effective dynamics of the
electrons is influenced by the material, and the non-linear term in the NLS (1.1) may represent a
natural way of capturing the back-reaction of the material. This model allows some understanding
of the effect of the material/medium on the life-time of the molecule, unstable because of the noisy
environment.
III. The non-linear Schro¨dinger equation with random potential Vω is sometimes used in nonlinear
optics: The noise in one-dimensional nonlinear optical fibres can be “time-dependent” because of
impurities, with the spatial z-coordinate now playing the role of “time” in the NLS (1.1).
IV. From a purely theoretical perspective, it is of interest to estimate the effect of a non-linearity
on the lifetime of unstable states, namely bound states of Schro¨dinger operators rendered unstable
by time-dependent noise.
An early study of stochastic nonlinear evolution equations belongs to Wadati [Wad], who proved
that solitons of the completely integrable Korteweg–de Vries equation are preserved, up to isome-
tries, after adding external Gaussian random noise to the equation.
The linear version of our problem, equation (1.4), was first studied by Pillet in [Pil1], [Pil2].
[Pil1] established a general framework, including the Feynman–Kac-type formula (1.16) and several
other identities we use throughout the paper. [Pil2] showed that wave operators are unitary with
probability one, if the random perturbation essentially lives in a compact region and has a certain
amount of smoothness.
Cheremshantsev [Che1], [Che2] extended Pillet’s wave operator results to the case of a potential
undergoing Brownian motion on the whole space. The potential V P L2pRdq was assumed to decay
like |x|´5{2 at infinity.
Erdogan–Killip–Schlag [EKS] proved that the energy of solutions to Schro¨dinger’s equation on
the torus with a random, time-dependent potential grows on average at a rate of xty1{2.
In [BeSo], Strichartz estimates — among other results — have been established for short-range
potentials V P Ld{2,1, translated by sufficiently rapid Brownian paths in Rd.
A related, but distinct problem is to consider random, spatially uncorrelated time-dependent
potentials without decay at spatial infinity. This problem has been studied with Rd replaced by
a lattice, i.e., for the Anderson model with time-dependent random potential. Solutions exhibit
diffusive behavior, spreading at a rate of
?
t, instead of scattering behavior, as in our case.
Ovchinnikov and E´rikhman [OvEr] showed this to be true for a Gaussian white noise potential.
Kang and Schenker [KaSc] obtained similar results for a more general class of (Markovian) random
potentials. Cheremshantsev [Ched], [Che4] proved that the averaged momentum exhibits diffusive
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scaling, up to logarithmic factors, for a general random potential. For certain models of a quantum
particle with an internal degree of freedom hopping on a three- or higher-dimensional lattice and
interacting with a simple quantum-mechanical thermal reservoir, a central limit theorem, diffusive
scaling for the mean-square displacement and a Maxwellian distribution law have been established
in [DFP, DeFr, DeKu].
Many results are known for nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations with additive or multiplicative
white noise terms. This problem was considered in [BCIR1], [BCIR2], [CRBG], [RGBC], [BoDe1],
[BoDe4], [BoDe5], [Gau], [BRZ1], [BRZ2], and many other papers. The authors studied coherence
times, the global existence and uniqueness of solutions, blow-up phenomena, and the large deviation
principle.
Our linear results can be compared with those of Frank–Lewin–Lieb–Seiringer [FLLS], who prove
the following: consider the Liouville-type equation
iBtγptq “ r´∆, γptqs ` iΓptq, γp0q “ γ0 P BpL2q. (1.9)
Here the source term Γptq is also a family of self-adjoint operators on L2pRdq, d ě 1, and γptq is
a time-dependent family of normal operators in some Schatten–von Neumann class S
2q
q`1 , for q as
below.
The density (1.7) satisfies the following dispersive bound:
Theorem 1.4 ([FLLS]). Assume that p, q, d ě 1 satisfy
1 ď q ď 1` 2{d and 2{p ` d{q “ d,
and let γptq solve the Liouville equation (1.9). Then
}ργptq}LptLqx À }γ0}
S
2q
q`1
`
ż
R
}Γptq}
S
2q
q`1
dt.
This is further improved to 1 ď q ă 1` 2{pd´ 1q in [FrSa].
Corollary 1.3 intersects with the non-dispersive endpoint case pp “ 8, q “ 1q in [FLLS], concern-
ing the conservation of density. In addition to this conservation law, however, we have trace-class
dispersive estimates as well.
1.4. Notations. a À b means that |a| ď C|b| for some constant C.
We denote various positive constants, not always the same, by C.
We denote Lorentz spaces by Lp,q; see [BeLo¨] for the definition and properties.
Let f1 b f2 mean f1px1qf2px2q.
1.5. Conditions on the potential. For the Schro¨dinger-type equation (1.12) and throughout the
paper, the sharp condition for Strichartz estimates on the potential V is given by real interpolation:
V P pCyL1x, CyL8x q1{d,1. (1.10)
However, such interpolation spaces do not have a simple concrete representation, see Note 5.8.6,
p. 1d0, in [BeLo¨], as well as the original reference [Cwi].
A simpler, but too strong replacement condition would be
V P Ld{2,1x Cy. (1.11)
Indeed, since L1xCy Ă CyL1x and LpxCy Ă CyLpx for arbitrarily large p, by interpolation we get that
Ld{2,1x Cy Ă pCyL1x, CyL8x q1{d,1.
All results in this paper are simpler to prove assuming (1.11), but (1.11) does not hold when
Vω “ V px´Btq, where Bt is Brownian motion, an application in which we are interested.
Results where the norms are in the opposite order (x on the inside, y on the outside) are slightly
harder to prove, but have more general applicability. In this paper, to keep our proofs reasonably
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simple, we use the following condition: V P CypL1x X L8x q. This suffices for most applications we
wish to model through (1.1).
In general, the same proofs work when V P CypLpx X Lqxq for 1 ď p ă d{2 ă q ď 8, but lead to a
decay rate of minpt´d{p2pq, t´d{p2qqq instead of xty´d{2.
We also consider the following norm, for square roots of V :
}v}v “
ÿ
nPZ
sup
yPY
}χ|v|Pr2n,2n`1sv}Ldx .
The finiteness of this norm means that vpx, yq is uniformly, in some sense, in Ld,1x for all y P Y .
1.6. Outline of proofs.
1.6.1. Reduction to a deterministic equation. A crucial idea, introduced by Pillet in [Pil2], is that
if ψ satisfies a stochastic equation then its average will satisfy some related deterministic equation.
This technique is analogous to the Feynman–Kac formula. In its simplest form, the Feynman–
Kac formula states that, given a Brownian motion Bt and a function φ P LppRdq, φ’s average value
when sampled at Bt
γpx, tq :“ E`φpx´Btq˘
will satisfy the parabolic equation
Btγ “ ∆γ, γp0q “ φ.
In general, a random term in the stochastic equation will lead to a dissipative term in the
deterministic equation satisfied by the average of the solution to the stochastic equation. For
equation (1.1), the randomness leads to the dissipative term ´A in (1.12) and (1.15).
For the Schro¨dinger-type equation (1.4), consider the average
gpx, y, tq :“ E ψωpx, tq | Xt “ ωptq “ y(.
Then g will satisfy the mixed-type (Schro¨dinger and parabolic) equation
iBtg ´∆xg ` iAg ` V g “ G, gp0q “ Epψ0px, ωq | ωp0q “ yq, (1.12)
where G is an appropriate average of the inhomogenous term Ψ:
Gpx, y, tq :“ E Ψωpx, tq | Xt “ y(.
We prove dispersive estimates for g, see Proposition 1.7. However, even though such bounds are
useful, they do not directly lead to similar bounds on ψω itself, because when averaging ψω to
obtain g there will be cancellations.
Thus Pillet, and we following him, further considered the average of the density matrix ψωbψω:
fpx1, x2, y, tq :“ E
 
ψωpx1, tqψωpx2, tq | Xt “ ωptq “ y
(
. (1.13)
The density matrix ψω b ψω “ ψωpx1, tqψωpx2, tq satisfies the Liouville equation
iBtrψω b ψωs ` p´∆x1 `∆x2 ` Vω b 1´ 1b Vωqrψω b ψωs “ Ψω b ψω ´ ψω bΨω, (1.14)
where rψω b ψωsp0q “ ψ0px1, ωp0qqψ0px2, ωp0qq.
The density matrix ψω bψω is Hermitian and positive semi-definite, hence so will be its average
f , which satisfies the following mixed-type (Liouville and dissipative) equation:
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ F,
fp0q “ E ψ0px1, ωqψ0px2, ωq | ωp0q “ y(. (1.15)
The source term F comes from averaging the tensor product of Ψω and of the solution ψω:
F px1, x2, y, tq :“ E
 
Ψωpx1, tqψωpx2, tq ´ ψωpx1, tqΨωpx2, tq | Xt “ y
(
.
Due to the positive semi-definiteness of the density matrix, bounds on f will translate into average
(probabilistic) bounds for the density matrix.
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Both the density matrix, being a rank-one operator, and its average f belong to the trace class
S1; for more details, see Section 2.6. The density matrices’ traces are given by
trpψωptq b ψωptqq “
ż
Rd
|ψωpx, tq|2 dx,
for each t; respectively, for each y and t,
tr fpy, tq “
ż
Rd
fpx, x, y, tq dx “
ż
Rd
E
 |ψωpx, tq|2 | Xt “ y( dx “ E!ż
Rd
|ψωpx, tq|2 dx | Xt “ y
)
.
Due to the unitarity of the evolution, trpψω b ψωq “ }ψωptq}2L2 “ }ψ0px, ωp0qq}2L2x is constant for
each trajectory ω P Ω and likewise for the averageż
Y
tr fpy, tq dy “ }ψ0}2L2y,x.
However, in order to bound the nonlinear term’s contribution, unitarity is not enough; we need
to prove that the solution decays in some sense. To obtain dispersive estimates we employ the
following Feynman–Kac-type formula, proved by Pillet [Pil1]:
Proposition 1.5. For solutions ψω to (1.4), f defined by (1.13), and any t ě 0
E
ż
Rd
|ψωpx, tq|2|Vωpx, tq| dx “
ż
YˆRd
|V px, yq|fpx, x, y, tq dx dy. (1.16)
After integrating in time,
E
ż
Rd`1
|ψωpx, tq|2|Vωpx, tq| dx dt “
ż
YˆRd`1
|V px, yq|fpx, x, y, tq dx dy dt. (1.17)
Hence the finiteness of the right-hand side in (1.16) will imply a weighted space-time bound on the
average trace of the density matrix.
Strichartz and pointwise decay estimates for ψω will follow from it, by bootstrapping in the
Duhamel formula
ψωptq “ e´it∆ψ0 ` i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sq∆Vωψωpsq ds.
The problem hence reduces to obtaining dispersive estimates for equation (1.15):
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ F,
fp0q “ ψ0px1, ωp0qqψ0px2, ωp0qq.
The validity of dispersive estimates for (1.15) depends on the spectrum of the evolution operator
H “ ´∆x1 `∆x2 ` iA` pV b 1´ 1b V q. (1.18)
Absent dissipation, represented here by ´A, this operator may have bound states corresponding
to those of ´∆` V . However, Pillet [Pil2] proved that the operator (1.18) has no eigenstates; also
see Lemma 2.31 for a similar result in our context.
Indeed, under Assumption A on the Markov process generator A ě 0, which guarantees the
non-triviality of the random part of the potential, all the bound states present in the deterministic
case become exponentially decaying complex resonances in the positive half-plane.
Getting rid of bound states simplifies the analysis — and is one reason to consider random
perturbations. On the other hand, equation (1.15) becomes more complicated because H is no
longer the product of two commuting terms corresponding to the two space variables, unlike in the
Liouville equation (1.14).
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1.6.2. A model case: the scalar equation. Consider the scalar Schro¨dinger-type equation (1.12)
first, which helps understanding (1.15). Here the perturbed and free evolution operators, acting on
functions on Rd ˆ Y , are
´∆` V px, yq ` iA and ´∆` iA.
The Laplacian is in x P Rd and A acts on y P Y . The free resolvent and perturbed resolvents are
RiA0 pλq :“ p´∆` iA´ λq´1, RiAV pλq :“ p´∆` iA` V ´ λq´1.
The dissipative term iA breaks the time symmetry. Infinitely many horizontal lines in the upper
half-plane Imλ ě 0, more precisely those given by Imλ P σpAq, will be in the spectrum of ´∆` iA.
Hence the spectral analysis takes place in the lower half-plane.
Consider a symmetric decomposition of the potential V “ v1v2, where each of v1 and v2 has size
„ |V |1{2, but need not commute. Let the symmetric Kato–Birman operator be
KBpλq :“ I ` v2RiA0 pλqv1. (1.19)
This perturbation of the identity is compact on LpyL2x, 1 ď p ď 8, for Imλ ď 0, by Lemma 2.7.
The resolvent identity can be written in symmetric form as
pI ` v2RiA0 pλqv1qpI ´ v2RiAV pλqv1q “ I. (1.20)
Due to the dissipativity of ´A, KBpλq is invertible whenever Imλ ď 0. This is proved by
Fredholm’s alternative, see Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.8. If the equation
f “ ´v2p´∆` iA` V ´ λq´1v1f
had some nonzero solution f P L2, f ‰ 0, by Agmon’s argument the solution must have the form
fpx, yq “ v2px, yqhpyqgpxq, where h is the ground state of A and gpxq is a solution of
p´∆` V px, yq ´ λqhpyqgpxq “ 0.
But then the non-triviality Assumption A implies that g vanishes on an open set and the existence
of such bound states is precluded by unique continuation.
Furthermore, the resolvent is the Fourier transform of the evolution operator:ż 8
0
eitp´∆x`iAqe´itλ dλ “ ´p´i∆´A´ iλq´1 “ ip´∆` iA´ λq´1 “ iRiA0 pλq
and ż 8
0
eitp´∆x`iA`V qe´itλ dλ “ iRiAV pλq.
The Kato–Birman operator is the Fourier transform of the integral kernel`
I `KB˘_ptq “ 1` iT ptq, 1 “ δt“0I, T ptq :“ χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1
and likewise in the perturbed case:`
I ´ v2RiAV pλqv1
˘_ptq “ 1´ iTV ptq, TV ptq :“ χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iA`V qv1.
Duhamel’s identity for equation (1.12) is
gptq “ eitp´∆`iAqgp0q ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sqp´∆`iAqpGpsq ´ V gpsqq ds. (1.21)
Setting G “ 0, the Fourier transform of (1.21) is the resolvent identity:
RiAV “ RiA0 ´RiA0 V RiAV .
The symmetric resolvent identity (1.20) is the Fourier transform of the following symmetric version
of Duhamel’s identity:
p1` iT q ˚ p1´ iTV q “ 1. (1.22)
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This correspondence is useful both ways. Starting from known properties of the free evolution,
we obtain the compactness of the free resolvent in Lemma 2.7. Conversely, an analysis of the
perturbed resolvent is crucial in our proof of the dispersive estimates, which is based on a variant
of Wiener’s Theorem, Theorem 1.6.
Given a Banach space X, for some arbitrary p ą 1 let
WX :“ xty´pL8t BpXq.
WX is a Banach algebra, with the algebra operation given by convolution in the t variable and
composition of operators in BpXq. To WX we can adjoin an identity element, 1 “ δt“0I, to form
the unital algebra WX “WX ‘ C1.
Elements of WX are families of X-bounded operators T “ T ptq, indexed by t P R. If T P WX ,
then T p¨ ´ δq PWX as well, for any δ P R, albeit with non-uniformly bounded norm.
Theorem 1.6 (Wiener’s Theorem). Fix p ą 1 and let T be an element of WX with the property
that
lim
δÑ0
}T ´ T p¨ ´ δq}WX “ 0 (1.23)
or more generally for some N ě 1
lim
δÑ0
}TN ´ TN p¨ ´ δq}WX “ 0, (1.23’)
where TN refers to the N -th power of T under the WX algebra operation.
If I ` pT pλq is an invertible element of BpXq for every λ P R, then 1` T possesses an inverse in
WX of the form 1` S, with S PWX .
Thus, when 1 ` iT is invertible in an appropriate operator algebra, inverting it leads to decay
estimates for the perturbed evolution TV , due to (1.22). This is the method we use to prove all
dispersive estimates in this paper.
For the scalar case, the main result obtained in this manner is as follows:
Proposition 1.7. For V P CypL1x X L8x q real-valued and satisfying Assumption A, consider the
equation
iBtf ´∆xf ` iAf ` V px, yqf “ F, fp0q “ f0. (1.24)
Then, for 1 ď p ď 8 and F “ 0,
}eitp´∆`V `iAqf0}LpypL2x`L8x q À xty´d{2}f0}LpypL1xXL2xq. (1.25)
1.6.3. The main estimate. Next, consider the dissipative Liouville-type equation (1.15).
One cannot expect better results in the perturbed case than for the free equation, which shall
serve as our model:
iBtF ´∆x1F `∆x2F ` iAF “ G, F p0q “ F0. (1.26)
For trace-class initial data, the x1 and x2 components decouple and the estimates we obtain are
products of two separate estimates, one for each component. In particular, the rate of decay in
time should be the square of the d-dimensional one.
We prove two kinds of trace-class estimates in Proposition 2.13 and Corollary 2.15: with an
average (L1t ) rate of decay and with a pointwise-in-t rate of decay. Both have straightforward
analogues in the free case:
}F }
L1tL
1
ypL
6,2
x1
bL6,2x2 q
À }F0}L1yS1
and
}F ptq}L1yppL2x1`L8x1 qbpL2x2`L8x2qq À xty
´d}F0}L1yrpL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2 qs.
For L1x1,x2 “ L1x1 b L1x2 initial data, one also gets the sharp t´d decay rate. Proving this estimate
in the perturbed case is left for a future paper.
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The free equation (1.26) can also serve as a model for the inhomogenous estimates that can be
proved for equation (1.15). It turns out that for technical reasons the best choice of source term G
in either (1.26) or (1.15) will be one that allows the Schro¨dinger evolution in the two variables x1
and x2 to decouple and take place for different lengths of time:
Gpy, s, x1, x2q “
ż s
0
eips´s˜q∆x2 G˜py, s, s˜, x1, x2q ds˜.
This is akin to appending an extra interval of Schro¨dinger evolution in just one of the variables,
thus making them of different lengths.
We aim to get such bounds in the presence of a potential and source terms, i.e. for equation
(1.15).
It is not obvious that the potential V b 1 ´ 1 b V has a symmetric decomposition like the one
in (1.19), but we write it as the matrix product V b 1´ 1b V “ V1V2, where
V2 :“
ˆ
V21
V22
˙
:“
ˆ
v2 b 1
´1b v2
˙
, V1 :“
`
V11 V12
˘
:“ `v1 b 1 1b v1˘ , (1.27)
and
v1px, yq :“ |V |1{2px, yq, v2px, yq :“ |V |1{2px, yq sgn V px, yq.
Also for Imλ ď 0 let
RiApλq :“ p´∆x1 `∆x2 ` iAy ´ λq´1,
T ptq :“
ˆ
T11 T12
T21 T22
˙
:“ χtą0V2eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAyqV1.
The symmetric Kato–Birman perturbation is
ipT pλq “ ˆipT11pλq ipT12pλq
ipT21pλq ipT22pλq
˙
“ V2RiApλqV1.
The main issue is that V b 1 ´ 1 b V does not vanish at infinity in all directions, making it
in fact a multi-channel potential. Hence there are two kinds of terms in ipT pλq: diagonal ones,
with weights in the same variable at both ends, and off-diagonal cross-terms, whose weights involve
different channels at each end.
Diagonal terms are easier to study and essentially reduce to the scalar case, equation (1.12).
However, the cross-terms are not compact, making pT pλq not compact either.
To address this issue and be able to use Fredholm’s alternative, we employ the following decom-
position, along the lines of Pillet’s proof of Lemma 5.2, p. 11 in [Pil2]:
I ` i pT “ ˆI ` i pT11 0
0 I ` ipT22
˙ ˆ
I ipI ` ipT11q´1 pT12
ipI ` i pT22q´1 pT21 I
˙
“ pI ` ipTdiagqpI ` ipI ` i pTdiagq´1 pS0q
“ pI ` ipTdiagqpI ` ipSq,
where we let pTdiag “ ˆpT11 0
0 pT22
˙
, pS0 “ ˆ 0 pT12pT21 0
˙
,
and pS :“ pI ` i pTdiagq´1 pS0 “ ˆ 0 pI ` i pT11q´1 pT12pI ` iT22q´1 pT21 0
˙
.
Then
pI ` ipT q´1 “ pI ` ipSq´1pI ` ipTdiagq´1.
Hence, if we could invert I ` ipS, we could also invert the Kato–Birman operator.
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It turns out that I ` ipS is not compact either, in the appropriate operator space; so we instead
consider
I ` pS2 “ pI ` ipSqpI ´ ipSq.
Even though pS2 is still not compact, pS2 admits a further decompositionpSpλq2 “ U1BλU2,
such that BλU2U1 is compact. Using Fredholm’s alternative, one can invert I ` BλU2U1 and thus
eventually obtain an inverse for the Kato–Birman operator as well.
In order to get the optimal rate of decay of xty´d, we use Wiener’s Theorem 1.6 in this rather
complicated setting, while also keeping track of the initial and final segments U1 and U2. The main
results are Proposition 2.13 and Corollary 2.15.
2. Proofs
2.1. Spectral analysis. Our goal in this section is to prove the validity of the spectral condition
for the scalar averaged equation (1.12)
iBtg ´∆xg ´ iAg ` V g “ G.
For the sake of completeness, we define complete continuity and prove the appropriate version
of Fredholm’s alternative.
Definition 2.1. Given a Banach space of operators W Ă BpXq and B P W , we say that B is
completely continuous in W if B can be approximated by finite-rank operators in the W -norm.
Lemma 2.2 (Fredholm’s alternative). Let X be a Banach space and consider an operator T P BpXq
which can be approximated in the BpXq norm by finite-rank operators (i.e. is completely continuous
in BpXq). Then either the equation
f “ Tf
has a nonzero solution f P X, f ‰ 0, or pI ´ T q´1 P BpXq.
In the latter case, if T has finite rank and belongs to a (not necessarily closed) Banach operator
subalgebra pX Ă BpXq, then
pI ´ T q´1 ´ I P pX.
Finally, consider a subalgebra pX such that pXBpXq pX Ă pX, i.e. if T1, T2 P pX and T P BpXq, then
T1TT2 P pX and
}T1TT2} pX À }T1} pX}T }BpXq}T2} pX . (2.1)
Then, if T P pX is completely continuous in pX, it follows that pI ´ T q´1 ´ I P pX.
Proof. First consider a finite-rank operator
T˜ “
Nÿ
n“1
fn b gn,
where fn P X and gn P X˚. The invertibility of I ´ T˜ is determined by its behavior on the finite-
dimensional vector space spanned by tfn : 1 ď n ď Nu, which in turn is completely characterized
by the N ˆN determinant
detpδmn ` xgm, fnyq.
If the determinant is zero, then I` T˜ cannot be invertible, because it has a nontrivial kernel. If the
determinant is nonzero, then one can explicitly construct an inverse, which is again a finite-rank
perturbation of the identity whose support and range are spanned by the same vectors:
pI ´ T˜ q´1 “ I `
Nÿ
m,n“1
cmnfm b gn. (2.2)
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So Fredholm’s alternative is true for finite-rank perturbations of the identity.
Next, consider a sequence of finite-rank operators Tn Ñ T . Applying Fredholm’s alternative to
each, one possibility is that the inverses do not exist or are not uniformly bounded. Then there
exist sequences nk and fnk , gnk such that pI ´ Tnkqfnk “ gnk , but }fnk}{}gnk Ñ 8. Normalizing
them so that }fnk} “ 1, we get that }gnk} Ñ 0.
Using a “diagonalization” argument one can find a subsequence nkℓ , Tnkℓfnkℓ Ñ Tf , so pI´T qf “
0.
The other possibility is that the inverses exist and are uniformly bounded: if pI ´ Tnqfn “ g
then }fn} À }g} with a constant that does not depend on n.
Again, using a “diagonalization” argument one can find a subsequence nk such that Tnkfnk Ñ Tf
and }f} À }g}. Then pI ´ T qf “ g and we let f “ pI ´ T q´1g.
Moreover, this f is uniquely defined, because otherwise I ´ Tn would have a non-unique inverse
for sufficiently large n, which contradicts the inverse being bounded.
Hence I ´ T must have a bounded inverse as well.
If T is of finite rank, let T P pX act on the subalgebra xT y Ă pX Ă BpXq spanned by its powers
T n, n ě 0. This subalgebra is finite-dimensional by the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, of dimension
no larger than the rank of T .
Applying Fredholm’s alternative in this context yields two cases. Either I ´ T is invertible in
BpxT yq, in which case there exists S P BpxT yq such that
pI ´ T qS “ SpI ´ T q “ IBpxT yq.
Applying this identity to I P xT y, we get that
pI ´ T qSpIq “ SpIqpI ´ T q “ IX ,
so
pI ´ T q´1 “ SpIq P xT y Ă pX.
Or there exists some s P xT y, s ‰ 0, such that
pI ´ T qs “ 0.
But if s ‰ 0 then there must exist some f P X such that sf ‰ 0, so pI ´ T qpsfq “ 0 for sf P X,
sf ‰ 0. This contradicts the invertibility of I ´ T .
Thus, when I ´ T is invertible and T has finite rank, its inverse must belong to pX as well.
Finally, if pX Ă BpXq has property (2.1), let T P pX be completely continuous, such that I ´ T is
invertible in BpXq. Then
pI ´ T q´1 “ I ` T ` T 2 ` T rpI ´ T q´1 ´ IsT,
so by property (2.1) it follows that pI ´ T q´1 P pX as well. 
2.2. Free evolution and free resolvent bounds. Returning to the mixed-type equation (1.12),
define the free resolvent
RiA0 pλq :“ p´∆` iA´ λq´1.
To characterize the resolvent, we commence with a statement that holds under fewer conditions
concerning A. In particular, when p “ 2, it suffices to assume that A is self-adjoint.
Lemma 2.3. Fix 1 ď p ď 8. Let v1 and v2 belong to v Ă pCyL8x , CyL2xq2{d,1 and suppose that
e´tA is uniformly bounded on Lpy:
sup
tě0
}e´tA}BpLpyq ă 8.
Then
}v2eitp´∆x`iAqv1f}L1tLpyL2x À }v2}v}v1}v}f}LpyL2x . (2.3)
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Hence, for λ P C with Imλ ď 0, the operator
v2px, yqRiA0 pλqv1px, yq
is uniformly bounded on LpyL2x and
sup
Imλď0
}v2px, yqRiA0 pλqv1px, yqf}LpyL2x À }v2}v}v1}v}f}LpyL2x .
The proof is based on the correspondence between the time-independent and the time-dependent
settings, given by the Fourier transform, which we shall also use in several subsequent proofs.
Proof. We use the real interpolation method, especially Theorem 5.6.1, p. 122, from [BeLo¨].
Since, for each t ě 0, e´tA is a contraction on Lpy, 1 ď p ď 8,
}v2χr2n,2n`1sptqeitp´∆x`iAqv1f}ℓ8n L8t L8y L2x À }v2}CyL8x }χtPr2n,2n`1seitp´∆x`iAqv1f}ℓ8n L8t L8y L2x
À }v2}CyL8x }χtPr2n,2n`1se´it∆xv1f}ℓ8n L8t L8y L2x
À }v2}CyL8x }v1}CyL8x }f}L8y L2x
and
}v2χr2n,2n`1sptqeitp´∆x`iAqv1f}2´dn{2ℓ8n L8t L8y L2x À }v2}CyL2x}χtPr2n,2n`1se
itp´∆x`iAqv1f}2´dn{2ℓ8n L8t L8y L8x
À }v2}CyL2x}χtPr2n,2n`1se´it∆xv1f}2´dn{2ℓ8n L8t L8y L8x
À }v2}CyL2x}v1}CyL2x}f}L8y L2x .
By real interpolation (see Problem 5, p. 76, from [BeLo¨]) we then obtain that
}v2χr2n,2n`1sptqeitp´∆x`iAqv1f}2´nℓ1nL8t L8y L2x À }v2}pCyL8x ,CyL2xq2{d,1}v1}pCyL8x ,CyL2xq2{d,1}f}L8y L2x .
This immediately implies (2.3) for p “ 8.
With minor modifications, this proof applies to all of LpyL2x, 1 ď p ď 8, as well. The key is using
the same Lebesgue exponent for the t and y norms and having these two norms next to each other,
so that they can be swapped as needed.
As above, one shows that
}v2χr2n,2n`1sptqeitp´∆x`iAqv1f}2n{pℓ8n LptLpyL2x À }v2}CyL8x }v1}CyL8x }f}LpyL2x
and
}v2χr2n,2n`1sptqeitp´∆x`iAqv1f}2n{p´dn{2ℓ8n LptLpyL2x À }v2}CyL2x}v1}CyL2x}f}LpyL2x ,
leading to
}v2χr2n,2n`1sptqeitp´∆x`iAqv1f}2np´1`1{pqℓ1nLptLpyL2x À }v2}v}v1}v}f}LpyL2x .
This implies (2.3) for 1 ď p ď 8.
By taking the Fourier transform of (2.3) in the variable t, we obtain that for Imλ ď 0
}v2RiA0 pλqv1}BpLpyL2xq À }v2}v}v1}v. (2.4)

Another more precise characterization of v2R
iA
0 v1 is based on the following result.
Lemma 2.4. Consider v1, v2 P Ld,1. Thenż
R
}v2e´it∆v1}BpL2q dt À }v1}Ld,1}v2}Ld,1 .
More generally, consider two families pvi1ptqqiPI and pvj2ptqqjPJ , which belong to Ld,1, uniformly for
all y P Y , in the following sense:ÿ
kPZ
sup
iPI
sup
t
}pχr2k ,2k`1s ˝ vi1ptqqvi1ptq}Ld ă 8,
ÿ
kPZ
sup
iPI
sup
t
}pχr2k ,2k`1s ˝ vi2ptqqvi2ptq}Ld ă 8. (2.5)
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Then the following estimate holds uniformly for all vi1ptq and vj2ptq:
sup
iPI,jPJ
ż
R
}vi2ptqe´it∆vi1ptq}BpL2xq dt À }v1}Ld,1}v2}Ld,1 . (2.6)
Hence the same result holds when e.g. v1ptq and v2ptq are two time-dependent weights and we
replace }v1}Ld,1 and }v2}Ld,1 byÿ
nPZ
sup
t
}pχr2k ,2k`1s ˝ v1qv1}Ld ,
ÿ
nPZ
sup
t
}pχr2k ,2k`1s ˝ v2qv2}Ld .
This is a quantitative way of stating that v1ptq and v2ptq are uniformly in Ld,1, for all t.
Proof. We again proceed by real interpolation. If v1, v2 P L2, then
}v2e´it∆v1}BpL2xq À t´d{2}v2}L2}v1}L2 , (2.7)
hence
}v2e´it∆v1}2´k{2ℓ8
k
L1t pr2
k ,2k`1sqBpL2xq
À }v2}L2}v1}L2 .
If v1, v2 P L8, then
}v2e´it∆v1}BpL2xq À }v2}L8}v1}L8 , (2.8)
hence
}v2e´it∆v1}2kℓ8
k
L1t pr2
k ,2k`1sqBpL2xq
À }v2}L8}v1}L8 .
So by real interpolation (see Problem 5, p. 76, from [BeLo¨])
}vn2 e´it∆vm1 }ℓ1
k
L1t pr2
k ,2k`1sqBpL2xq
À }vn2 }Ld,1}vm1 }Ld,1 .
Summing over k we get the desired conclusion.
To understand the role played by real interpolation, consider a dyadic atomic decomposition of
the v1 and v2 weights:
v1 “
ÿ
mPZ
v
pmq
1 , v2 “
ÿ
nPZ
v
pnq
2 .
For each of these atoms, by (2.7) and (2.8)ż
}vpnq2 e´it∆vpmq1 }BpL2xq dt À r}v
pnq
2 }L2}vpmq1 }L2s2{dr}vpnq2 }L8}vpmq1 }L8spd´2q{d “ }vpnq2 }Ld}vpmq1 }Ld ,
uniformly for all n and m. Then, summing over all scales n and m, we getż
}v2e´it∆v1}BpL2xq dt À }vn2 }Ld,1}vm1 }Ld,1 .
Thus, when dealing with the more general families vi1ptq and vj2ptq, as long as they are uniformly
in Ld,1 in the sense of (2.5), the same proof applies and we get the uniform bound (2.6). 
Using Lemma 2.4, we next give a more precise characterization of v2R
iAv1 in Lemma 2.5. We
first analyze the time evolution v2e
itp´∆`iAqv1, then use this to characterize v2R
iAv1 by using the
Fourier transform in the t variable.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that
sup
tą0
}e´tApy1, y2q}L8y2L1y1XL8y2L1y1 ă 8.
If v1, v2 P v then ż 8
0
sup
y1,y2PY
}v2px, y1qe´it∆v1px, y2q}BpL2q dt À }v2}v}v1}v,
hence ż 8
0
}v2eitp´∆`iAqv1}pL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1 qBpL2xq dt À }v2}v}v1}v.
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So for λ P C with Imλ ď 0, the operator v2RiA0 pλqv1 is uniformly bounded on LpyL2x, 1 ď p ď 8,
and
sup
Imλď0
}v2RiA0 v1}pL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1 qBpL2xq À }v2}v}v1}v. (2.9)
See (2.46) for the notation.
Proof. Due to (2.6) ż
sup
y1,y2PY
}v2px, y1qe´it∆v1px, y2q}BpL2xq dt À }v2}v}v1}v.
In particular,ż
}v2px, y1qre´tApy1, y2qse´it∆v1px, y2q}pL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1qBpL2xq dt À }v2}v}v1}v,
which is the claimed conclusion.
The only fact we used about A is that
sup
t
sup
y1
ż
|e´tA|py1, y2q dy2 ă 8, sup
t
sup
y2
ż
|e´tA|py1, y2q dy1 ă 8,
which follows from properties of Markov chains. Both integrals are always 1.
Finally, taking the Fourier transform of v2e
itp´∆`iAqv1, we obtain (2.9) by Minkowski’s inequality.

We next prove that the Kato–Birman operator KBpλq, see (1.19), is a compact perturbation
of the identity for each λ in the lower half-plane, Imλ ď 0, so that we can apply Fredholm’s
alternative, Lemma 2.2.
In fact, this is already true for the time-dependent operator v2e
itp´∆`iAqv1, which we show is
completely continuous in a space involving the following norm:
Definition 2.6. For R ą 0, consider the Banach space
LR :“ tf P L1loc | }χ|t|ďRptqfptq}L2t ` }χ|t|ěRptqfptq}xty´d{2L8t ă 8u
with the norm
}f}LR :“ }f}L2pr´R,Rsq ` }xtyd{2fptq}L8pRzr´R,Rsq. (2.10)
For fixed R, this space can serve as a slightly weaker replacement for xty´d{2L8t , because, for
each R ą 0, xty´d{2L8t Ă LR and LR ˚ LR Ă xty´d{2L8t :
}f1 ˚ f2}LR À }f1 ˚ f2}xty´d{2L8t À }f1}LR}f2}LR , }f1 ˚ f2}xty´d{2L8t À }f1}LR}f2}xty´d{2L8t .
The reason for replacing xty´d{2L8t by LR is that when f P LR
lim
ǫÑ0
}χ|t|ďǫptqfptq}LR “ 0,
so f is well approximated by discarding some small interval near zero in the LR norm.
This is not the case in xty´d{2L8t , so this L8-based space is less suitable for proving complete
continuity.
Any LR with R ą 0 is appropriate. From here on, we shall take R “ 1.
Lemma 2.7. Assume that the generator A satisfies conditions C1-C5. For v1, v2 P CypL2x X L8x q
and any ǫ ą 0, there exist N and fnptq, gnpyq, g˜npyq, hnpyq, h˜npyq, 1 ď n ď N , such that
}χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1 ´
Nÿ
n“1
fnptqgnpy1qg˜npy2qrhnpxq b h˜npxqs}pL1qtpL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1qBpL2xq ă ǫ.
Here L1 is defined by (2.10) for R “ 1. Same is true when v1, v2 P v, if one replaces L1 by L1.
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Consequently, for v1, v2 P v and Imλ ď 0, the family of operators
v2px, yqRiA0 pλqv1px, yq P pL8y1L1y2 X L8y2L1y1qBpL2xq Ă BpLpyL2xq
is norm-continuous as a function of λ, goes to zero in this norm as λÑ8, and can be approximated
by finite-rank operators for Imλ ď 0 in this norm.
This lemma does not prove the compactness of the time-dependent operator χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1,
when it acts by convolution in t. Indeed, this would be impossible, due to its time-translation in-
variance. However, it proves that v2R
iA
0 pλqv1 is compact on LpyL2x, 1 ď p ď 8.
Note that the functions fnptq can all be chosen to be the characteristic functions of bounded
intervals or of the form χtěRxty´d{2.
Proof. The weights v1, v2 P v can be approximated in norm by functions in CypL1xXL8x q. This can
be done because v1 and v2 are uniformly in L
d,1; it suffices to keep a finite range of dyadic atoms
in x, uniformly over y P Y .
In such a case, the operator χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1 will have a definite rate of decay of xty´d{2
and will belong to
χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1 P xty´d{2L8t pL8y1L1y2 X L8y2L1y1qBpL2xq.
We can discard the initial and final portions for a good approximation in the L1t norm, so it
suffices to consider the restriction to t P rǫ,Rs:
χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1 „ χrǫ,Rsptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1.
For t ą 0, e´tApy1, y2q P L8y1L1y2 X L8y2L1y1 is norm-continuous as a function of t, so for t P rǫ,Rs it
is uniformly continuous. Then
χrǫ,Rsptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1 „ χrǫ,Rsptq
Nÿ
n“1
χnptqe´tnApy1, y2qrv2px1, y1qe´it∆v1px2, y2qs.
Next, for each fixed tn ą 0, the integral kernel e´tnApy1, y2q can be approximated in the L8y2L1y1 X
L8y1L
1
y2
norm by the tensor product of some bounded, compactly supported functions:
e´tnApy1, y2q „
Nÿ
m“1
g˚mpy1qg˜˚mpy2q.
Since v1p¨, yq and v2p¨, yq are uniformly continuous in y on compact sets, we can approximate them
by finitely many samples: for each tn, after further subdividing supp g
˚
m and supp g˜
˚
m,
e´tnApy1, y2qv2px1, y1qe´it∆v1px2, y2q „
Nÿ
m“1
gmpy1qg˜mpy2qv2px1, ym1 qe´it∆v1px2, ym2 q.
Finally, for each y1, y2 P Y , v1p¨, y1q and v2p¨, y2q can be approximated in L2x X L8x by functions
with compact support. Then for t P rǫ,Rs, v2px1, ym1 qe´it∆v1px2, ym2 q is norm-continuous in BpL2xq,
hence uniformly continuous, so
χrǫ,Rsptqv2px1, ym1 qe´it∆v1px2, ym2 q „
Nÿ
n“1
χnptqv2px1, ym1 qe´itn∆v1px2, ym2 q.
Each operator v2px1, ym1 qe´itn∆v1px2, ym2 q is Hilbert–Schmidt for tn ą 0, so it is compact and can
be approximated by finite-rank operators in BpL2xq.
In the pL1qt norm we can still discard the initial interval r0, ǫs whenever ǫ ă 1, so the previous
reasoning works for t P r0, R0s and any R0 ą 0. Still, we need to find a separate approximation as
tÑ8. Assuming that
lim
tÑ8
e´tApy1, y2q “ e´8Apy1, y2q
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exists in the L8y2L
1
y1
X L8y1L1y2 norm, then
χrR,8qptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1 „ χrR,8qptqe´8Apy1, y2qrv2px1, y1qe´it∆v1px2, y2qs.
Following the same steps as above, since when restricted to a bounded domain in Rd
e´it∆ „ p4πitq´d{2 `Opt´pd`2q{2q,
we get that
χrR0,8qptqv2px1, ym1 qe´it∆v1px2, ym2 q „ χrR0,8qptqp4πitq´d{2v2px1, ym1 qv1px2, ym2 q
for sufficiently large R0. For each m this is a simple function, so overall it still is a simple function.
Since all previous approximations can be achieved with any desired precision, the first conclusion
is proved.
The conclusion pertaining to the resolvent v2R
iA
0 pλqv1 follows immediately from this as well, via
the standard argument used in the proof of the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma. 
2.3. The scalar Kato–Birman operator. Consider the perturbed resolvent
RiAV pλq :“ p´∆x ` iA` V ´ λq´1
and recall that V “ v1v2, v1 “ |V |1{2, v2 “ |V |1{2 sgnV .
If the Kato–Birman operator KBpλq, see (1.19), is invertible for some λ P C, then RiAV pλq is a
bounded operator between the appropriate spaces, by the symmetric resolvent identity:
RiAV pλq “ RiA0 pλq ´RiA0 pλqv1KBpλqv2RiA0 pλq. (2.11)
Also,
I ´ v2RiAV pλqv1 “ KBpλq´1 “ pI ` v2RiA0 pλqv1q´1. (2.12)
In the next lemma, we invert the Kato–Birman operator by means of the Fredholm alternative,
Lemma 2.2, and use this to prove some useful properties of RiAV .
Lemma 2.8. Let v1, v2 P v. Then v2RiAV pλqv1 belongs to rL8y1L1y2XL8y2L2y1sBpL2xq, hence is bounded
on LpyL2x, 1 ď p ď 8, uniformly for Imλ ď 0:
sup
Imλď0
}v2RiAV pλqv1}rL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1 sBpL2xq ă 8. (2.13)
For the resolvent RiAV itself, by the symmetric resolvent identity (2.12), (2.13) implies that
sup
Imλď0
}RiAV pλq}rL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1 sBpL6{5,2x ,L6,2x q ă 8.
Note that rL8y1L1y2XL2y1L2y2s Ă BpLpyq for 1 ď p ď 2 and rL8y1L1y2XL8y2L1y1s Ă BpLpyq for 1 ď p ď 8.
Proof. For each λ P C, Imλ ď 0, if the Kato–Birman operator KBpλq is invertible in rL8y1L1y2 X
L8y2L
1
y1
sBpL2xq ‘ CI, then by (2.11) and (2.12)
v2R
iA
V pλqv1 P rL8y1L1y2 X L8y2L1y1sBpL2xq Ă BpLpyL2xq.
Because the perturbation is continuous and goes to zero in norm, KBpλq is always invertible
for large λ and its inverse approaches the identity as λ Ñ 8. Furthermore, if it is invertible for
all Imλ ď 0, then the inverse will also be norm-continuous. Hence the inverse will be bounded,
proving (2.13).
It remains to be shown that KBpλq is invertible for all Imλ ď 0. The other possibility would be
that KBpλq is not invertible for some Imλ ď 0.
Since v2R
iApλqv1 is a completely continuous perturbation of the identity, in particular it is
compact in BpLpyL2xq.
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By Fredholm’s alternative, Lemma 2.2, its non-invertibility implies the existence of some f P
L
p
yL
2
x, f ‰ 0, 1 ď p ď 8, for which
f “ ´v2RiA0 pλ´ i0qv1f. (2.14)
In the following we show that such f cannot exist for any value of p P r1, 2s.
The (standard) proof depends on the fact that V is real-valued, so sgnV “ ˘1, hence v2 sgnV “
v1.
Suppose that f P LpyL2x, f ‰ 0, solves (2.14).
If p ă 2, we show that there exists some ǫ ą 0 such that, whenever f P LpyL2x, then f P Lp˜yL2x as
well, where
1
p˜
“ 1
p
´ ǫ
when p ă 1{ǫ and p˜ “ 8 when p ě 1{ǫ. Then we can reach some value above 2 in finitely many
steps, hence 2 as well, by interpolation.
We represent RiA0 pλ´ i0q as the Fourier transform in t of the time evolution. For
T ptq “ χtą0ptqeitp´∆x`iAq,
its Fourier transform is given by
ipT pλq “ piχtą0ptqeitp´∆x`iAqq^pλq “ RiA0 pλ´ i0q.
For arbitrary ǫ ą 0, we split this kernel into two pieces, such that the Fourier transform of the
second piece is smoothing in y and the Fourier transform of the first piece is small:
iχtą0ptqT ptq “ iχtą0ptqηpt{ǫqT ptq ` iχtą0ptqp1 ´ ηpt{ǫqqT ptq,
where η is a standard cutoff function: ηptq “ 1 for |t| ď 1 and ηptq “ 0 for |t| ě 2.
Then the same decomposition holds for its Fourier transform: when Imλ ď 0,
RiA0 pλ´ i0q “ riχtą0ηpt{ǫqT ptqs^pλq ` riχtą0p1´ ηpt{ǫqqT ptqs^pλq.
We rewrite the equation of f as
pI ` v2riχtą0ηpt{ǫqT ptqs^pλqv1qf “ ´v2riχtą0p1´ ηpt{ǫqqT ptqs^pλqv1f.
The last term is smoothing in the y variable. Indeed, assuming that
}|e´tA|}LpÑLp˜ “ }e´tA}LpÑLp˜ ă 8
is finite for each t ě 0 (and hence non-increasing), then
}v2iχtą0p1´ ηpt{ǫqqT ptqv1}L1tBpLp˜yL2xq À Cpǫq}v1}v}v2}v,
so its Fourier transform in t has finite norm, uniformly in λ:
}v2riχtą0p1´ ηpt{ǫqqT ptqs^pλqv1}BpLpyL2x,Lp˜yL2xq ď Cpǫq}v1}v}v2}v ă 8.
The other piece is not smoothing, but it becomes small in norm as ǫ Ñ 0, due to Lemma 2.5.
Consequently, for sufficiently small ǫ, the inverse can be realized as a converging geometric series:`
I ´ v2riχtą0ptqηpt{ǫqeitp´∆x`iAyqs^pλq v1
˘´1
is a bounded operator on Lp˜yL2x for any p˜ P r1,8s. Then
f “ ´pI ` v2riχtą0ptqηpt{ǫqeitp´∆x`iAqs^pλqv1q´1v2piχtą0ptqp1´ ηpt{ǫqqeitp´∆x`iAqq^pλqv1f
must be in Lp˜yL2x.
After several such bootstrapping steps, we get that f P L2yL2x.
Then by (2.14) the pairing
xsgnV f, fy “ ´xRiA0 pλ´ i0qv1f, v1fy
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is finite and real-valued, because sgnV “ ˘1 is real-valued and psgnV qv2 “ v1. However, then
0 “ ´ ImxRiA0 pλ´ i0qV g, V gy “ cχλě0λpd´2q{2
ż
Sd´1
| {P0pV gqp?λωq|2 dω`
` xAPą0RiA0 pλ´ i0qv1f, Pą0RiA0 pλ´ i0qv1fy,
(2.15)
for some constant c ą 0, where P0 is the projection on the zero energy states of A and Pą0 “ I´P0.
The first term disappears when λ ă 0 because the spectrum of the free Laplacian is supported on
λ ě 0.
To prove (2.15), we need no particular assumption about the self-adjoint operator A ě 0 or its
spectrum. Let Pěλ, for λ ě 0, be spectral projections for A and Eλ “ dPěλ be the spectral density
of A. Since A and ´∆ commute,
´ ImxRiA0 pλ´ i0qv1f, v1fy “ ´
ż 8
0
ImxRiA0 pλ´ i0q dPěηv1f, v1fy
“ ´ ImxRiA0 pλ´ i0qP0v1f, P0v1fy ´
ż
p0,8q
ImxRiA0 pλ´ i0q dPěηv1f, Pěηv1fy.
The first therm is given by the spectral density of the free Laplacian, where h “ P0v1f :
´ ImxRiA0 pλ´i0qh, hy “ ´ ImxR0pλ´i0qh, hy “ cxEλp´∆qh, hy “ cχλě0λpd´2q{2
ż
Sd´1
|php?λωq|2 dω.
Here Eλp´∆q is the spectral density of the Laplacian, which has the explicit formula given here in
terms of the Fourier transform.
Concerning the higher energy states, the other term is the integral of
ImxRiA0 pλ´ i0qEηv1f,Eηv1fy “ ImxR0pλ´ iηqEηv1f,Eηv1fy
“ 1
2i
x`R0pλ´ iηq ´R0pλ` iηq˘Eηv1f,Eηv1fy
“ ´xR0pλ` iηqηR0pλ´ iηqEηv1f,Eηv1fy
by the resolvent identity. This gives the second term in (2.15).
For any ǫ ą 0, since APěǫ is a positive, coercive operator, it follows from (2.15) that
PěǫR
iA
0 pλ´ i0qv1f “ 0,
so Pą0R
iA
0 pλ´ i0qv1f “ 0.
We infer that RiA0 pλ ´ i0qv1f “ P0RiA0 pλ ´ i0qv1f . Under our hypotheses, A has at most one
zero energy bound state, call it h, hence RiA0 pλ´ i0qv1f is of the form gpxqhpyq for all x.
Let
gpxqhpyq “ RiA0 pλ´ i0qv1f.
Then by (2.14)
gpxqhpyq “ ´RiA0 V px, yqpgpxqhpyqq
so gpxq is a distributional solution of the equation
p´∆` V px, yq ´ λqgpxq “ 0
for almost all y P supph.
Due to the nontrivial-randomness Assumption A, by giving different values to y P Y we get that
gpxq “ 0 on an open set. By bootstrapping in the equation we also obtain that g P Ldx X L8x .
Furthermore,
p´∆` 1qg “ V g ` pλ` 1qg,
which implies that g PW 2,dx . Moreover, g solves the equation
p´∆` V qg “ λg.
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Due to the unique continuation property of this equation (see [Car] or [KoTa] for a proof), since g
vanishes on an open set it must be everywhere zero.
But then f “ ´v2g must also be zero. The contradiction shows that KBpλq must be invertible
in BpLpyL2xq, 1 ď p ď 2.
For p ą 2, we simply perform the same reasoning for the adjoint of the operator we wish to
understand,
KB˚pλq “ ´v1R´iA0 pλ` i0qv2,
in the upper half-plane, and use duality.
Next, we show that the inverse has the specified structure. Due to Lemma 2.7, v2R
iA
0 pλqv1
is completely continuous and can be approximated by finite-rank operators in the rL8y2L1y1sBpL2xq
norm.
Furthermore, rL8y2L1y1sBpL2xq has property (2.1) within BpL1yL2xq: rL8y2L1y1sBpL2xq(BpL1yL2xq rL8y2L1y1sBpL2xq( Ă rL8y2L1y1sBpL2xq.
Consequently,
KBpλq´1 P rL8y2L1y1sBpL2xq
and a similar reasoning shows that KBpλq´1 P rL8y1L1y2sBpL2xq as well. 
This concludes our spectral analysis of the scalar averaged equation (1.12).
2.4. Wiener’s theorem. When proving dispersive estimates in L1 in time, we employ an instance
of Wiener’s theorem; see [Bec] and, on Banach spaces, [BeGo]. For convenience, we state this
instance of Wiener’s theorem below, exactly as we shall use it in the proof.
Given a Banach space X, let VX “ BpX,L1tXq.
Define the Fourier transform on VX as follows:pT pλqf “ ż 8
´8
T pρqfe´iρλ dρ
and the algebra operation on VX by
rpT1 ˚ T2qf spρ0q “
ż 8
´8
T1pρqT2pρ0 ´ ρqf dρ.
If T P VX , then for each λ P R pT P BpXq and
sup
λPR
}pT pλq}BpXq ď }T }VX .
The same holds for Imλ ď 0, i.e. in a half-plane, assuming that suppT “ tt : Dx P X T pxqptq ‰
0u Ă r0,8q.
Furthermore, for any such λ {T1 ˚ T2pλq “ pT1pλq pT2pλq.
Let xVX Ă CλBpXq be the algebra of Fourier transforms of kernels in VX .
VX is a Banach algebra under convolution and consequently xVX is one under pointwise compo-
sition of operators, but they lack a unit element. To remedy this, we adjoin to VX the operator
1 P BpX,MtXq given by
1pxq :“ δ0ptqx,
thus forming the Banach space VX :“ VX ‘ CI Ă BpX,L1t pm` δ0qXq.
Here L1t pm` δ0qX is the space of X-valued functions which are Lebesgue integrable with respect
to the measure m` δ0, where m is the Lebesgue measure on R and δ0 is the Dirac measure at 0.
Clearly 1 is the identity under convolution. Its Fourier transform is constantly I P BpXq:p1pλq “ I for every λ, so pVX “ xVX ‘ CI is also a unital algebra.
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Each element T P VX determines a bounded operator on L1tX by acting as follows:
rTF spρ0q “
ż 8
´8
T pρqF pρ0 ´ ρq dρ. (2.16)
Theorem 2.9. Suppose T is an element of VX with the following properties:
lim
δÑ0
}T pρq ´ T pρ´ δq}VX “ 0 (2.17)
lim
RÑ8
}χ|ρ|ěRT }VX “ 0. (2.18)
If I ` pT pλq is an invertible element of BpXq for every λ P R, then 1 ` T possesses an inverse in
VX of the form 1` S, with S P VX .
The proof of this statement can be found in [Bec] or [BeGo].
Note that Theorem 2.9 does not guarantee a specific rate of decay, but only integrability in t.
However, in many cases we need a specific uniform rate of decay. This corresponds to using a
Beurling-type algebra instead of a Wiener algebra.
For any Banach algebra A Ă L1t , such as L1 defined by (2.10), AtBpXq is a subalgebra of VX .
Given a Banach space X, for any p ą 1 let
WX :“ xty´pL8t BpXq.
For any T P WX , the map f ÞÑ T ptqf is an element of VX that can be identified with T , making
WX a subalgebra of VX . The algebra operation reduces to
rT1 ˚ T2spρ0q “
ż 8
´8
T1pρqT2pρ0 ´ ρq dρ.
Using this sort of pointwise, as opposed to average, decay rate at infinity poses its own problems.
The main issue is that for a typical element T P WX
lim
RÑ8
}χrR,8qptqT ptq}WX ‰ 0.
Indeed, for this limit to be zero, one would need a opt´pq rate of decay instead of Opt´pq. Below
we explain how to overcome this difficulty.
Again, WX :“WX ‘ C1 is a unital algebra under convolution.
Let yWX be the algebra of Fourier transforms of kernels in WX . In this paper we use a novel
version of Wiener’s Theorem, Theorem 1.6, to get pointwise decay estimates in this setting. Note
that we do not need condition (2.18) in this setting, since it is in some sense implied by the definition
of WX . The proof is presented below.
It can also be useful to know when the inverse belongs to some specific Banach subalgebra W
of WX , such as for example the subalgebra obtained by replacing BpXq with KpXq, the space of
compact operators, or with some other subspace of operators. Such properties are encapsulated in
the following remarks.
Proposition 2.10. Consider a Banach subalgebra X Ă BpXq and for some fixed p ą 1 let
W “WX “ xty´pL8t X.
If, in addition, T PW has property (1.23’) within W,
lim
δÑ0
}TN ptq ´ TN pt´ δq}W “ 0,
and pI ` pT pλqq´1 P X for all λ P R, then S “ p1` T q´1 ´ 1 PW.
For p˜ ą 1 and an operator space X˜, consider a Banach algebra W˜ “ W X xty´p˜L8t X˜, which
satisfies the following generalized Leibniz inequality with respect to W:
}T1 ˚ T2}W˜ À }T1}W˜}T2}W ` }T1}W}T2}W˜ . (2.19)
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If T P W˜ and pI ` pT pλqq´1 P W˜ for all λ P R as well, then S “ p1` T q´1 ´ 1 P W˜ and
}S}
W˜
ď C}T }W˜ ,
with a constant that depends only on }T }W and on supλPR }pI ` pT pλqq´1}W˜ .
Furthermore, consider the function algebra L1, defined by (2.10), with the norm
}f}L1 :“ }f}L2pr´1,1sq ` }xtyd{2fptq}L8pRzr´1,1sq.
Suppose that T is completely continuous in pL1qtX: for every ǫ ą 0 there exist some functions
fn P L1 and operators gn P X, 1 ď n ď N , such that›››T ´ Nÿ
n“1
fnptqgn
›››
pL1qtX
ă ǫ.
Then S “ p1` T q´1 ´ 1 is also completely continuous in pL1qtX.
All these operators act by convolution in the t variable, following (2.16).
This notion of complete continuity does not imply compactness of T itself, or of S. Indeed, due
to the fact that the action of T commutes with translations, i.e. T pfp¨ ` t0qq “ T pfqp¨ ` t0q, T ‰ 0
cannot be compact when acting by convolution on Banach spaces of the form xty´αLqt .
However, if the operators gn P X in the approximation above are compact, then both pT pλq andpSpλq P BpXq are compact for Imλ ď 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 2.10. We prove that pI` pT pλqq´1´I is the Fourier transform
of an element S PW, under the conditions listed in Proposition 2.10.
Obviously BpXq is a subalgebra of itself, so the proof will apply to the whole space, W “ WX ,
as well, thus proving Theorem 1.6.
Let η P C8pRq be a standard cutoff function, ηpλq “ 1 for |λ| ď 1 and ηpλq “ 0 for |λ| ě 2. For
L P R, the restriction p1´ ηpλ{Lqq pT pλq is the Fourier transform of
SLpρq “
`
T ´ LqηpL ¨ q ˚ T ˘pρq “ ż
R
LqηpLσqrT pρq ´ T pρ´ σqs dσ.
Since convolution with a sufficiently rapidly decaying function preserves W, clearly SL PW.
If condition (1.23) is satisfied within W, then the W norm of the right-hand side vanishes as
LÑ8, because
}SLpρq}W ď
ż
R
L|qηpLσq| }T pρq ´ T pρ´ σq}W dσ “ ż
R
|qηpσq| }T pρq ´ T pρ´ σ{Lq}W dσ.
Thus, for some large number L,
8ÿ
k“0
p´SLpρqqk “ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
p´SLpρqqk (2.20)
is a convergent series in W “W ‘C1, where the powers of ´SLpρq denote repeated convolution in
the ρ variable. The Fourier transform of
ř8
k“0p´SLpρqqk as a function of ρ is
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qk
´`
1´ ηpλ{Lqq pT pλq¯k “ ´I ` `1´ ηpλ{Lq˘ pT pλq¯´1
which agrees with pI ` pT pλqq´1 for all λ ą 2L. Therefore
r`1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ` pT pλqq´1s_ “ r`1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ` p1´ ηpλ{Lqq pT pλqq´1s_ PW
and more specifically
r`1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ` pT pλqq´1s_ ´ 1 PW. (2.21)
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Assuming the weaker condition (1.23’) instead of (1.23) only guarantees in like manner that
r`1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ˘ pTN pλqq´1s_ ´ 1 PW,
since yTN “ pTN , but then one can write
r`1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ` pT pλqq´1s_ “ r`1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ´ p´1qN pTN pλqq´1s_ ˚ ˆN´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qkT k
˙
PW.
So the more general condition (1.23’) holding within W also implies (2.21).
We then decompose pI ` pT pλqq´1 ´ I into
pI ` pT pλqq´1 ´ I “ ηpλ{2LqpI ` pT pλqq´1 ` `1´ ηpλ{2Lq˘pI ` pT pλqq´1
“ ηpλ{2LqpI ` pT pλqq´1 ` p1´ ηpλ{2Lqq`I ` p1´ ηpλ{Lqq pT pλq˘´1 ´ I.
Knowing by (2.21) that the second term belongs to xW, we next prove that the first term also
belongs to xW .
We construct a local inverse for I ` pT pλq in the neighborhood of any λ0 P R. With no loss of
generality let λ0 “ 0 and let A0 “ I ` pT p0q. One can write ηpλ{ǫqpI ` pT pλq ´ A0q as the Fourier
transform of
Sǫpρq “ ǫqηpǫ ¨ q ˚ T pρq ` ǫqηpǫρqpI ´A0q
“
ż
R
ǫ
`qηpǫpρ´ σqq ´ qηpǫρq˘T pσq dσ. (2.22)
The second equality used the fact that
I ´A0 “ ´ pT p0q “ ´ ż
R
T pσq dσ.
As we shall see below, Sǫ is uniformly bounded in W.
For any smooth function φ supported in r´ ǫ
2
, ǫ
2
s, consider the series expansion
φpλqpI ` pT pλqq´1 “ φpλq`A0 ` ηpλ{ǫqp1 ` pT pλq ´A0q˘´1
“ φpλqA´10
`
I ` pSǫpλqA´10 ˘´1
“ φpλqA´10 pI ´ pSǫpλqA´10 q 8ÿ
k“0
p´1qk` pSǫpλqA´10 pSǫpλqA´10 ˘k.
(2.23)
Here A´10 “ pI ` pT p0qq´1 P X by hypothesis and pSǫ is the Fourier transform of Sǫ, which will be in
L8λ X because Sǫ PW.
To prove that Sǫ PW is uniformly bounded, we estimate the integral in (2.22) differently in the
two regions |ρ| ě 2|σ| and |ρ| ă 2|σ| to get |ρ|´p decay. For each σ P R, one has that
qηpǫpρ´ σqq ´ qηpǫρq “ ´ǫ ż σ
0
pqηq1pǫpρ´ σ˜qq dσ˜.
Since qη and pqηq1 have rapid decay,qηpǫρq À pǫ|ρ|q´1, pqηq1pǫρq À pǫ|ρ|q´2.
Thus, the integrand in (2.22) is bounded by |ρ|´1 and |σ||ρ|´2 for |ρ| ě 2|σ|.
Consequently, for p ă 2›››› ż
|σ|ď|ρ|{2
ǫ
`qηpǫpρ´ σqq ´ qηpǫρq˘T pσq dσ››››
X
À }T }W |ρ|´2
ż
|σ|ď|ρ|{2
|σ|xσy´p dσ À |ρ|´p}T }W . (2.24)
Note that for p ą 2 this expression still decays no faster than |ρ|´2, so a different approach is
needed.
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In the other region |ρ| ă 2|σ|, we estimate each term in (2.22) separately:›››› ż
|σ|ą|ρ|{2
ǫqηpǫpρ´ σqqT pσq dσ››››
X
À }ǫqηpǫpρ´ σq}L1σ sup
|σ|ą|ρ|{2
}T pσq}X À |ρ|´p}T }W
and ›››› ż
|σ|ą|ρ|{2
ǫqηpǫρqT pσq dσ››››
X
À |ρ|´1
ż
|σ|ą|ρ|{2
}T pσq}X dσ À |ρ|´p}T }W .
Putting these estimates together, we get that uniformly for all ǫ ą 0
}Sǫpρq}X À |ρ|´p}T }W . (2.25)
In addition, the integrand in (2.22) is of size ǫ, so }Sǫpρq}X À ǫ}T }W and consequently
}χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρq}W À sup
|ρ|ďR
xρyp}Sǫpρq}X À xRypǫ}T }W . (2.26)
For ǫ ď 1, considering the previous |ρ|´p decay estimate, we get that Sǫ PW is uniformly bounded:
}Sǫ}W À }T }W .
Since A´10 P X, it is also true that
}SǫA´10 }W À }T }W}A´10 }X
and
}χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρqA´10 }W À xRypǫ}T }W}A´10 }X.
The inverse Fourier transform of the series in (2.23) is
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qk`SǫA´10 ˚ SǫA´10 ˘k, (2.27)
where the powers now denote repeated convolution.
Neither Sǫ nor A
´1
0 Sǫ goes to zero in norm as ǫÑ 0; only their restrictions to bounded intervals
do, due to (2.26). However, their square does, making the series (2.27) converge in W for any
sufficiently small ǫ ă ǫ0, where ǫ0 depends on }T }W and on }pI ` pT pλ0qq´1}X.
Indeed, note that, uniformly for bounded T˜ PW,
lim
RÑ8
}pχ|t|ěRptqT˜ ptqq ˚ pχ|t|ěRptqT˜ ptqq}W “ 0. (2.28)
This is shown by the following computation: for any T˜ PW,
xρyp}rpχ|σ|ěRpσqT˜ pσqq ˚ pχ|σ|ěRpσqT˜ pσqqspρq}X ď
ď xρyp}T˜ }2W |pχ|σ|ěRxσy´pq ˚ pχ|σ|ěRxσy´pqpρq|
À }T˜ }2W
“|pχ|σ|ěRq ˚ pχ|σ|ěRxσy´pqptq| ` |pχ|σ|ěRxσy´pq ˚ pχ|σ|ěRqpρq|‰
À xRy1´p}T˜ }2W .
Consequently, for any ǫ and R ą 0, writing
SǫA
´1
0 “ χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρq ` χ|ρ|ěRpρqSǫpρq
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and using (2.26), we get
}SǫA´10 ˚ SǫA´10 }W À
À }χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρqA´10 ˚ χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρqA´10 }W ` }χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρqA´10 ˚ χ|ρ|ěRpρqSǫpρqA´10 }W
` }χ|ρ|ěRpρqSǫpρqA´10 ˚ χ|ρ|ďRpρqSǫpρqA´10 }W ` }χ|ρ|ěRpρqSǫpρqA´10 ˚ χ|ρ|ěRpρqSǫpρqA´10 }W
À pxRypǫq2}T }2W}A´10 }2X ` 2xRypǫ}T }W}A´10 }X}SǫA´10 }W ` xRy1´p}SǫA´10 }2W
À }T }2W}A´10 }2XpxRy2pǫ2 ` xRypǫ` xRy1´pq.
(2.29)
For sufficiently large R and correspondingly small chosen ǫ ă ǫ0pRq “ xRy´p, the right-hand side
can be made arbitrarily small. Then }SǫA´10 ˚ SǫA´10 }W will be small as well, making the series
(2.27) converge in W and (2.23) converge in xW.
Under assumption (2.19), whenever T P W˜ , for N ě 1 one has that
}TN}
W˜
À NCN´1}T }N´1
W
}T }
W˜
.
Consequently, the geometric series (2.20) and (2.23) can also be made to converge in W˜ , for radii
L and ǫ0 that do not depend on }T }W˜ , but only on }pI ` pT p0qq´1}XXX˜, in the latter case.
The expression pI ` pT pλ0qq´1 being norm-continuous in X, it follows that for each compact
interval r´2L, 2Ls there is a nonzero lower bound on the length ǫ required to make the series
(2.23), which represents φpλqpI ` pT pλqq´1 for some φ supported on pλ0´ ǫ{2, λ0` ǫ{2q, convergent
in xW for any λ0 P r´2L, 2Ls.
Choose a finite covering of the compact set r´2L, 2Ls and a subordinated partition of the unity
pφjqj with
ř
j φj “ ηpλ{2Lq, such that for each j the local inverse φjpλq
`
I ` pT pλq˘´1 P xW is given
by an explicit series as above. Then ηpλ{2Lq`I ` pT pλq˘´1 is the sum of finitely many elements ofxW, so it belongs to xW.
Taking into account (2.21), consequently
`
1`T ˘´1´ 1 belongs to W, as well as to W˜ if T P W˜ ,
pI ` pT p0qq´1 P X˜ for λ P R, and (2.19) holds.
Summarizing previous computations, the inverse is given by an expression of the following type:
`
1`T ˘´1 “ p1´ηq˚ 8ÿ
k“0
pη˜˚T´T qk`
Jÿ
j“1
qφj˚pI` pT pλjqq´1 8ÿ
k“0
rrηjpρq pT pλjq´ηj˚pe´λjρT pρqqspI` pT pλjqq´1sk,
(2.30)
where η, η˜, φj , and ηj are Schwartz-class functions and the sums converge in theW Ă pL1qtX norm.
The right-hand side contains an identity term.
We can approximate S “ p1`T q´1´1 inW with arbitrary precision by truncating each infinite
sum in (2.30) to some large, but finite, order. Since W Ă pL1qtX, this also provides an arbitrarily
good approximation in pL1qtX.
Likewise, we can also truncate the cutoff functions to compact sets and approximate them by
simple functions. Since T is completely continuous in pL1qtX, it follows that all its powers are too.
By (2.30), then, S “ `1` T ˘´1 ´ 1 is also completely continuous in pL1qtX.
When p ą 2, the proof changes because estimate (2.24) does not hold. Instead›››› ż
|σ|ď|ρ|{2
ǫ
`qηpǫpρ´σqq´qηpǫρq˘T pσq dσ››››
X
À }T }W |ρ|´2´δǫ´δ
ż
|σ|ď|ρ|{2
|σ|xσy´p dσ À |ρ|´2`δǫ´δ}T }W .
So there is an ǫ´δ loss. For 2` δ “ p we obtain, analogously to (2.29),
}SǫA´10 ˚ SǫA´10 }W À }T }2W}A´10 }2XxRypǫd´p ` xRy1´pǫ2p2´pqq.
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Setting xRy “ ǫ´α, we get powers of 2´ 2pα, d´ p´ pα, and 2p2´ pq ` pp´ 1qα on the right-hand
side. For all of them to be positive, the conditions
α ă 1{p, α ă pd{pq ´ 1, α ą 2pp´ 2q{pp ´ 1q
produce two inequalities. The first inequality
1
p
ą 2pp ´ 2q
p´ 1
gives 2p2 ´ 5p ` 1 ă 0, so p ă p5`?17q{4 » 2.28, while the other
d´ p
p
ą 2pp ´ 2q
p´ 1
gives dp2 ´ 8p ` d ă 0, so p ă p4`?7q{d » 2.21. So it is possible to go slightly above p “ 2.
Next, we aim to get to p ă 3. For this purpose, we replace ηpλ{ǫqpI ` pT pλq ´A0q by ηpλ{ǫqpI `pT pλq ´ A0 ´ λA˜0q, where A˜0 “ rBλ pT sp0q is well-defined when p ą 2 as the Fourier transform of
ρT pρq.
In other words, here we can use one more term in the Taylor expansion. Sǫ is replaced by
S˜ǫpρq “ ǫqηpǫ¨q ˚ T pρq ` ǫqηpǫρqpI ´A0q ` ǫ2qη1pǫρqA˜0
“
ż
R
ǫ
`qηpǫpρ´ σqq ´ qηpǫρq ` ǫσpqηq1pǫρq˘T pσq dσ.
Now the parenthesis is bounded by |ρ|´3|σ|2 for |σ| ď |ρ|{2. Consequently, the analogue of (2.24)
is now valid for p ă 3:›››› ż
|σ|ď|ρ|{2
ǫ
`qηpǫpρ´ σqq ´ qηpǫρq˘T pσq dσ››››
X
À }T }W |ρ|´3
ż
|σ|ď|ρ|{2
|σ|2xσy´p dσ À |ρ|´p}T }W .
In the region |σ| ě |ρ|{2, the two old terms behave as before and the new term is also bounded:›››› ż
|σ|ą|ρ|{2
ǫ2pqηq1pǫρqT pσq dσ››››
BpXq
À |ρ|´2
ż
|σ|ą|ρ|{2
}T pσq}BpXq dσ À |ρ|´p.
One final difference is that now we are perturbing around A0 ` λA˜0 instead of simply A0, so we
have to bound pA0 ` λA˜0q´1. It is convenient to use a cutoff and estimate
}ηpλ{δqpA0 ` λA˜0q´1}xW . (2.31)
If A0 is invertible, then so is A0 ` λA˜0 for all sufficiently small λ. After factoring out A´10 ,
bounding (2.31) reduces to bounding ηpλ{ǫqpI ´ λBq´1, where B “ ´A˜0A´10 .
Consider a C8 operator family F pλq; then for δ ă 1
}rηpλ{δqF pλqs_}xρy´1L8ρ X À }rBλpηpλ{δqF pλqqs_}L8ρ X ` }rηpλ{δqF pλqs_}L8ρ X À 1.
More generally, for any n ě 0 and ǫ ď 1
}rηpλ{δqλnF pλqs_}xρy´n´m´1L8ρ X Àn δ´m.
Then, for all sufficiently small δ such that I ´ λB is invertible whenever |λ| ă δ,
}ηpλ{δqpI ´ λBq´1}xρy´nL8ρ X Àn δ1´n.
Hence, clearly, ηpλ{δqpI ´ λBq´1 PW and is completely continuous in pL1qtX for small δ.
Since blow-up is not advantageous, we freeze δ at some small value for which the previous
expression has finite norm.
Likewise, when analyzing the case p ă 2, we could have used that
}ηpλ{δqA´10 }xρy´nL8ρ BpXq Àn δ1´n,
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with δ fixed to some suitable small value. A similar bound holds in all cases of interest.
With these modifications, for p ă 3 and small ǫ, the previous bound (2.29) becomes
}SǫA´10 ˚ SǫA´10 }W À }T }2W}ηpλ{δqpA0 ` A˜0q´1}xWpxRy2pǫ2 ` xRypǫ` xRyp´1q.
Again, for sufficiently large R and correspondingly small chosen ǫ ă ǫ0pRq “ xRy´p, the right-hand
side can be made arbitrarily small.
In order to go slightly above 3, using the same modification as previously leads to a bound of
}SǫA´10 ˚ SǫA´10 }W À xRy2pǫ2 ` xRypǫ4´p ` xRyp´1ǫ2p3´pq.
If xRy “ ǫ´α, then obtaining an arbitrarily small norm requires the conditions
1
p
ą 2pp ´ 3q
p´ 1 ,
4´ p
p
ą 2pp ´ 3q
p´ 1 ,
which are met for some value of p ą 3.
The same idea, using a Taylor expansion, applies when 3 is replaced with an arbitrarily large
integer n, so in fact there is no upper limit for p.

2.5. Dispersive estimates in the scalar case. We initially apply Theorem 1.6 to prove decay
estimates for the averaged solution (1.12) of the Schro¨dinger equation (1.4). This is both easier
than and a prerequisite to studying the Liouville-type equation (1.15).
More specifically, we prove that the integral kernel eitp´∆`V `iAqpy1, y2q decays like xty´d{2 and
its norm forms a bounded kernel from Lpy2 to L
p
y1 , for all p P r1,8s:
Lemma 2.11.
sup
y2
ż
Y
}eitp´∆`V`iAqpy1, y2q}BpL1xXL2x,L2x`L8x q dy1`
` sup
y1
ż
Y
}eitp´∆`V `iAqpy1, y2q}BpL1xXL2x,L2x`L8x q dy2 À xty´d{2. (2.32)
Furthermore, the operator
v2px, yqeitp´∆`V `iAqv1px, yq
is completely continuous in pL1qtrL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2sBpL2xq, i.e. for any ǫ ą 0 there exist N and fn,
gn, g˜n, hn, h˜n, 1 ď n ď N , such that››››v2px, yqeitp´∆`V `iAqv1px, yq ´ Nÿ
n“1
fnptqgnpy1qg˜npy2qrhnpxq b h˜npxqs
››››
pL1qtrL8y2L
1
y1
XL8y1L
1
y2
sBpL2xq
ă ǫ.
Proofs of Proposition 1.7 and Lemma 2.11. For 1 ď p ď 8, let X “ LpyL2x and consider the opera-
tor subalgebra X Ă BpXq of operators given by kernels T with the property that
sup
y2
ż
Y
}T py1, y2q}BpL2xq dy1 ` sup
y1
ż
Y
}T py1, y2q}BpL2xq dy2 ă 8
or using a notation in the form (2.46)
X “ rL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2sBpL2xq.
Let W be the Banach space of families of operators
W “WX “ tpT ptqqtě0 | }T ptq}X À xty´d{2u “ xty´d{2L8t rL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2sBpL2xq.
Then W “WX is a subalgebra of WX “ xty´d{2L8t LpXq.
In particular, let
T ptq “ χtą0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1.
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Clearly T P W and }T }W À }v2}CypL2xXL8x q}v1}CypL2xXL8x q “ }V }CypL2xXL8x q. Indeed, the integral
kernel of T has enough decay because
}eit∆f}L2x`L8x À xty´d{2}f}L1xXL2x (2.33)
and the diffusion e´tA in the y variable, by itself, has the property that
sup
tą0
sup
y2
ż
Y
|e´tApy1, y2q| dy1 ` sup
tą0
sup
y1
ż
Y
|e´tApy1, y2q| dy2 ă 8.
In our case, both quantities equal 1 due to properties of Markov chains.
In particular, as a consequence of the xty´d{2 decay in (2.33), T ptq is integrable in t and therefore
its Fourier transform is bounded:
sup
Imλď0
} pT pλq}BpLpyL2xq ď sup
Imλď0
}pT pλq}X ă 8.
After this reduction, we still have to prove that Wiener’s Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 2.10
apply in this case, by checking that their hypotheses hold.
We show that the condition (1.23’) from the theorem’s statement holds in W, hence also in WX .
If (1.23) holds for the cutoff kernels χtPr1{R,RsptqT ptq and each R ą 0, then (1.23’) holds for T with
N “ 2, because the square of the tail at infinity is small in norm, see (2.28). In fact, it suffices to
prove the following similar statement:
lim
ǫÑ0
}χtPr1{R,Rsptq
`
T pt` ǫq ´ T ptq˘}L8t rL8y2L1y1XL8y1L1y2 sBpL2xq “ 0. (2.34)
This follows immediately from Lemma 2.7 (complete continuity).
By Proposition 2.8 we know that I ` ipT pλq is invertible and
pI ` ipT pλqq´1 ´ I P X.
Theorem 1.6 (Wiener’s Theorem) and Proposition 2.10 applied to 1 ` iT , where X Ă BpXq is
defined above and X “ LpyL2x, now imply that
χtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`V`iAqv1 PW, (2.35)
since `
1` iχtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`iAqv1
˘´1 “ 1´ iχtě0ptqv2eitp´∆`V `iAqv1.
Complete continuity in pL1qtX also follows from Lemma 2.7 combined with Proposition 2.10.
We can use (2.35) to bound the corresponding factor p1` iT q´1 in Duhamel’s formula
χtą0ptqeitp´∆x`iAy`V pxqq “ χtą0ptqeitp´∆x`iAyq`
` i
ż
tąs1ąs2ą0
eipt´s1qp´∆x`iAyqv1p1` iT q´1ps1 ´ s2qv2eis2p´∆x`iAyq ds1 ds2.
(2.36)
The other terms and factors in (2.36) can be estimated as follows:
}eitp´∆`iAqf}LpypL2x`L8x q À xty´d{2}f}LpypL1xXL2xq,
}v2eitp´∆`iAqf}LpyL2x À xty´d{2}f}LpypL1xXL2xq,
}eitp´∆`iAqv1f}LpypL2x`L8x q À xty´d{2}f}LpyL2x .
This suffices to prove (1.25).
However, the other terms in (2.36) also obey the stronger bounds
sup
y2
ż
Y
}rv2eitp´∆`iAqspy1, y2q}BpL1xXL2xq dy1 ` sup
y1
ż
Y
}rv2eitp´∆`iAqspy1, y2q}BpL1xXL2xq dy2 À xty´d{2,
sup
y2
ż
Y
}reitp´∆`iAqv1spy1, y2q}BpL2x`L8x q dy1 ` sup
y1
ż
Y
}reitp´∆`iAqv1spy1, y2q}BpL2x`L8x q dy2 À xty´d{2,
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and
sup
y2
ż
Y
}eitp´∆`iAqpy1, y2q}BpL1xXL2x,L2x`L8x q dy1`sup
y1
ż
Y
}eitp´∆`iAqpy1, y2q}BpL1xXL2x,L2x`L8x q dy2 À xty´d{2.
This implies the stronger statement (2.32) and completes the proof. 
2.6. Trace-class dispersive estimates. We begin by recalling some basic notions about the trace
class and tensor products of Banach and Hilbert spaces.
Definition 2.12. The trace class S1 on a Hilbert space H (in this paper, H “ L2) is defined as
the set of bounded operators K P BpHq such that
8ÿ
n“1
|xKen, eny| ă 8 (2.37)
for some orthonormal basis penqně1 of H.
If the sum (2.37) is finite for some orthonormal basis, then it is finite for every orthonormal
basis. Then the sum without absolute values
8ÿ
n“1
xKen, eny
is absolutely convergent and does not depend on the chosen orthonormal basis. Its value is called
trK, the trace of K.
Equivalently, trace-class operators have kernels
S1 :“ tKpx1, x2q P L2x1,x2 | Kpx1, x2q “
8ÿ
n“1
fnpx1qgnpx2q,
8ÿ
n“1
}fn}L2x1 }gn}L2x2 ă 8u. (2.38)
In particular, S1 Ă L2x1,x2 ” S2, the Hilbert–Schmidt class.
The trace class S1 is a Banach space, with the norm given by the infimum of (2.37) over all
orthonormal bases or equivalently
}K}S1 “ tr |K| “ trrpKK˚q1{2s.
Another equivalent norm is the infimum of the sum in (2.38) over all possible representations.
The trace-class norm of the rank-one operator f b f is
}f b f}S1 “ }f}2L2 .
Both S1 and S2 are Banach spaces of compact operators and are ideals within BpL2q, whose
closure in the operator norm is the set of compact operators. In addition, S2 is a Hilbert space.
In general, we define the tensor product of two Banach spaces B1 and B2 as the following
Banach space. Let their algebraic tensor product B1 bB2 be endowed with the norm
}K}B1bpB2 “ inf
!´ Nÿ
n“1
}an}pB1}bn}
p
B2
¯1{p | Nÿ
n“1
an b bn “ K
)
.
Then B1 bp B2 is defined as the completion of B1 bB2 under this norm, i.e. the complete Banach
space of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of elements of B1 bB2 that converge together in
this norm.
Let b “ b1. For any Banach spaces B1 and B2, an element of B1bB2 defines an operator from
B˚2 to B1 or from B
˚
1 to B2. In particular, S1 ” L2x1 b1 L2x2 . Also, L1x bB2 ” L1xB2 whenever B2
is separable.
For other values of p, B1 bp B2 need not always have a simple realization. In general, though, if
p ď q and Lq is separable, then Lp bp Lq ” LpLq. In particular, L2 bp L2 ” Sp for 1 ď p ď 2.
Next, we prove decay estimates for equation (1.15) with trace-class initial data.
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Proposition 2.13 (Trace-class pointwise decay). Suppose that V P CypL1xXL8x q is real-valued and
satisfies Assumption A. Then the solution f to the homogenous equation (1.15)
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ 0, fp0q “ f0
satisfies the estimate
}fptq}L1ypL2x1`L8x1 qbpL2x2`L8x2q À xty
´d}f0}L1ypL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2q. (2.39)
Moreover, consider the inhomogenous version of this equation:
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ F, fp0q “ 0,
where
F ps, y, x1, x2q “
ż
sěs1,s2
e´ips´s1q∆x1`ips´s2q∆x2Gps, s1, s2, y, x1, x2q ds1 ds2.
Given some fixed s ě s1, s2,›››eipt´sqp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`1bV´Vb1qe´ips´s1q∆x1`ips´s2q∆x2G›››
L1ypL
2
x1
`L8x1qbpL
2
x2
`L8x2q
À
À xt´ s1y´d{2xt´ s2y´d{2}G}L1ypL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2 q.
(2.40)
Furthermore, for fixed t1, t2 ě t,›››e´ipt1´tq∆x1`ipt2´tq∆x2 eipt´sqp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`1bV´Vb1qe´ips´s1q∆x1`ips´s2q∆x2G›››
L1ypL
2
x1
`L8x1 qbpL
2
x2
`L8x2q
À
À xt1 ´ s1y´d{2xt2 ´ s2y´d{2}G}pL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2q.
(2.41)
The proof is again based on Wiener’s Theorem 1.6. The most important ingredient is a suitable
Banach operator space, which we construct step by step below in a sequence of lemmas.
The point of estimates (2.40) and (2.41) is that one can put the free evolution in either variable,
not necessarily for the same lengths of time, to both the beginning and the end of the perturbed
evolution, and still get the expected rate of decay.
Remark 2.14. These explicit bounds permit including a small deterministic time-dependent poten-
tial into the equation. If we perturb V b 1´ 1b V by V˜1 b 1` 1b V˜2, where
}V˜1}L8t L8y pL1xXL8x q ` }V˜2}L8t L8y pL1xXL8x q ăă 1,
then the same estimates (2.39-2.41) hold.
Moreover, in equation (1.15), the potential V b 1 ´ 1 b V can be replaced by V1 b 1 ´ 1 b V2:
the two potentials need not be the same.
Pointwise-in-time decay estimates, especially (2.41), immediately lead to Strichartz estimates as
well.
Corollary 2.15 (Trace-class local decay). Suppose that V P CypL1xXL8x q is real-valued and satisfies
Assumption A. Then, for any weights w1, w2 P L8y Ld,1x , the solution f to the homogenous equation
(1.15)
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ 0, fp0q “ f0
satisfies the estimate
}w1px1qfw2px2q}L1yL1tS1 À }w1}L8y Ld,1x1 }w2}L8y Ld,1x2 }f0}L1yS1 . (2.42)
More generally, consider the inhomogenous version of the equation:
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ F, fp0q “ 0,
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where
F py, s, x1, x2q “
ż
sěs2
ż
Y
eips´s2q∆x2Gpy, s, s2, x1, x2q ds2.
Then
}w1px1qfw2px2q}L1yL1tS1 À }w1}L8y Ld,1x1 }w2}L8y Ld,1x2 }G}L1ypL1sL2x1`L2sL6{5,2x1 qbpL1s2L2x2`L2s2L6{5,2x2 q. (2.43)
More inhomogenous estimates are possible, but there are delicate endpoint issues.
2.6.1. Setup. The main difficulty is that both operators
v2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAq : LpyS1 Ñ LpyS1
and
eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAqv1px1, yq : LpyS1 Ñ LpyS1
lack the requisite time decay properties: neither decays faster than L2 in t.
Thus, the most one could prove directly by such decay estimates is that the evolution is bounded
from L1yS1 to L
2
tL
1
yS1: for V P CypL1x X L8x q,
}eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`Vb1´1bV qf}L2tL1yS1 À }f}L1yS1 .
Likewise, the t´d decay of the evolution cannot be proved in this manner, because, even if v2
and v1 had compact support, decay would be no faster than xty´d{2L2t . Then the best achievable
result by direct estimates would be
}eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`Vb1´1bV qf}xty´d{2L2tL1ypL2x1`L8x1 qbpL2x2`L8x2q À }f}L1ypL1x1XL2x1 qbpL1x2XL2x2q.
See (2.62) for a partial result in this direction.
The common deficiency in both cases is only using dispersion in only one variable and the
unitarity of the evolution in the other variable. However, the equation is dispersive in both variables,
which we can quantify by considering the structure of the operator eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`Vb1´1bV q in
more detail.
The main technical device is keeping track of the initial and final segments in S1 ˚ S2:
rS1 ˚ S2sptq :“
ż
tąs1ąs2ąsdą0
pI ` iT11q´1pt´ s1qT12ps1 ´ s2qpI ` iT22q´1ps2 ´ sdqT21psdq ds1 ds2 dsd.
The computations have to be done in a suitable operator space. Here is our choice: let
rU1F spy1, x1, x2q “
ż 8
0
ż
Y
eis1∆x2v1px2, yqF py1, y, x1, s1, x2q dy ds1 (2.44)
and
rU2f sps2, y2, y˜, x1, x2q “ v2px2, y˜qχs2ě0eis2∆x2fpy2, x1, x2q. (2.45)
These are the initial and final segments we shall keep track of. U2 introduces two extra variables,
s2 and y˜, and U1 eliminates them.
As proved below, each operator appearing in the computation can be written as U2BU1, for some
suitable choice of B.
The Banach spaces of operators we use in this proof have the following general structure:
SY X “ tT |
›››››}T }X››Y ›››S ă 8u. (2.46)
The two outermost spaces S and Y will be Banach latices of operator kernels, meaning that,
whenever T ps1, s2q P S and |T˜ ps1, s2q| ď |T ps1, s2q|, then T˜ P S as well.
In other words, T P SY X has a kernel T ps1, s2q such that T ps1, s2q P Y X for each s1, s2 ě 0 and
}T ps1, s2q}Y is a bounded kernel in the operator space S.
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Likewise, T˜ P Y X means the following: T˜ has an integral kernel T˜ py1, y2q P X for each y1, y2 P Y ,
such that }T˜ py1, y2q}X P Y .
For example, estimate (2.32) from Proposition 1.7 concerning eitp´∆`iAq can be restated as
χtě0e
itp´∆`iA`V q P χtě0xty´d{2L8t pL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2qBpL1x X L2x, L2x ` L8x q.
We shall use the following spaces of operators in the course of the proof:
1. For s: integral kernels in L8s , xsy´pL8s , xs1 ` s2y´pL8s1,s2 , or Ms1,s2 .
We further distinguish the positive subspace, consisting of kernels supported on tps1, s2q P R2 :
s1, s2 ě 0u. Positive support plays a part in the study of compactness and similar properties.
Assuming positive support, operators with kernels in χs1,s2ě0xs1`s2y´pL8s1,s2 Ă L2s1,s2 are in the
Hilbert–Schmidt class for p ą 1.
2. For y: the spaces involved will be spaces of integral kernels acting on Y or on Y ˆ Y , such as
L8y2L
1
y1
and L8y1L
1
y2
. For example,
rKf spy1q “
ż
Y
Kpy1, y2qfpy2q dy2
is in BpL1yq if the corresponding integral kernel is in L8y2L1y1 and in BpL8y q if Kpy1, y2q P L8y1L1y2 .
Likewise, L8y2L
1
y˜,y1,y
Ă BpL1y2L8y˜ , L1y1L1yq and L8y1L1y,y2,y˜ Ă BpL8y2L8y˜ , L8y1L1yq.
3. For x: BpL2q, BpL2q b BpL2q, BpS1q, CI, etc.. Multiples of the identity operator appear in the
computation.
The composition of operators from two such classes is also in such a class whenever the compo-
sition is well-defined. Indeed, consider two operators T1 and T2, such that Tj P SjYjXj , 1 ď j ď 2.
Then
T1T2 P pS1S2qpY1Y2qpX1X2q,
whenever the compositions of operators in the individual operator spaces S1 and S2, Y1 and Y2,
and X1 and X2 make sense.
Due to endpoint Strichartz estimates, both the initial and the final segments are bounded as
operators between the following spaces:
}U1F }L1y1S1 À }F }L1y1L1ypL2x1bL2s1L2x2 q
and
}U2f}L1y2L8y˜ pL2x1bL2s2L2x2 q À }f}L1y2S1 .
These characterizations of U1 and U2 are not in the form (2.46), but here are two characterizations
that are: with decay
U1ps1q P χs1ě0xs1y´d{2L8s1L8y1,ypCIx1 b BpL2x2 , L2x2 ` L8x2qq (2.47)
and
U2ps2q P χs2ě0xs2y´d{2L8s2L8y2,y˜pCIx1 b BpL1x2 X L2x2 , L2x2qq (2.48)
and without decay
U1ps1q P χs1ě0L8s1L8y1,ypCIx1 b BpL2x2qq, (2.49)
U2ps2q P χs2ě0L8s2L8y1,ypCIx1 b BpL2x2qq.
Composed in the appropriate order,
rU2U1F spy2, y˜, x1, s1, x2q “ χs1,s2ě0δy1“y2v2px2, y˜qeis1∆x2
ż 8
0
ż
Y
eis2∆x2v1px2, yqF py1, y, x1, s2, x2q dy ds2
has extra decay properties that the individual components lack: it decays like xs1 ` s2y´d{2 and
then the operator norm forms a bounded kernel from L1y2L
1
y to L
1
y1
L8y˜ :
U2U1 P χs1,s2ě0xs1 ` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2pL8y2,yL1y1L8y˜ qpCIx1 b BpL2x2qq. (2.50)
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S1 ˚ S2 is a sum of four terms:
S1 ˚ S2 “ T1 ` T2 ` T3 ` T4,
where
T1 “ T12 ˚ T21,
T2 “ rpI ` iT11q´1 ´ Is ˚ T12 ˚ T21,
T3 “ T12 ˚ rpI ` iT22q´1 ´ Is ˚ T21,
and
T4 “ rpI ` iT11q´1 ´ Is ˚ T12 ˚ rpI ` iT22q´1 ´ Is ˚ T21.
The first two terms T1 and T2 are singular, containing Dirac deltas, but have a specific form that
is easy to analyze. The other two terms Td and T4 and every other expression appearing in the
proof will be uniformly bounded and belong to one common Banach space, see Definition 2.18.
Starting with T1 as a simpler case, note that
T1ptq “ rT12 ˚ T21sptq “ U1B1ptqU2,
where B1ptq is given by
rB1ptqF sps1, y1, y, x1, x2q “ χtě0δt´s1ps2q
ż
těs2ě0
e´s1Apy1, yqδy“y˜e´s2Apy˜, y2qrpv2px1, y1qe´it∆x1v1px1, y2qq b Ix2s
F ps2, y2, y˜, x1, x2q dy˜ dy2 ds2.
(2.51)
For each value of the s’s and y’s, this operator is in BpL2x1q b CIx2 , since
sup
y1,y2PY
}v2px1, y1qe´it∆x1 v1px1, y2q}BpL2x1 q ă 8.
Its norm, considered as a function of the y’s, forms a kernel bounded from L1y2L
8
y˜ to L
1
y1
L1y, as well
as from L8y2L
8
y˜ to L
8
y1
L1y. This is because
sup
s1,s2ą0
sup
y1PY
ĳ
YˆY
|e´s1Apy1, yqe´s2Apy, y2q| dy dy2 ă 8
and
sup
s1,s2ą0
sup
y2PY
ĳ
YˆY
|e´s1Apy1, yqe´s2Apy, y2q| dy dy1 ă 8.
In fact the expression is non-negative and the integrals always equal 1, by properties of Markov
chains.
Finally, as a function of s, T1’s operator norm is dominated by a specific singular measure in
Ms1,s2 (the space of signed measures on R
2):
χtě0χs1,s2ě0xty´d{2δt´s1ps2q.
We can abbreviate this whole characterization as
B1ptq P χs1,s2ě0Ms1,s2pL8y2L1y˜,y1,y X L8y1L1y,y2,y˜qpBpL2x1q b CIx2q.
The norm of B1ptq is of size xty´d{2:
}B1ptq}Ms1,s2pL8y2L1y˜,y1,yXL8y1L1y,y2,y˜qpBpL2x1 qbCIx2 q À xty
´d{2.
Next, consider the second term
T2 “ rpI ` iT11q´1 ´ Is ˚ T12 ˚ T21 “ rv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`iA`Vb1qv1px1, yqs ˚ T1.
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Note that for t ě 0 ››}rv2eitp´∆`iA`V qv1spy1, y2q}BpL2xq››L8y2L1y1XL8y1L1y2 À xty´d{2,
which in the notation (2.46) becomes
χtě0rv2eitp´∆`iA`V qv1s P χtě0xty´d{2L8t rL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2sBpL2xq.
Thus T2ptq is also of the form T2ptq “ U1B2ptqU2, where B2ptq is given by
rB2ptqF sps1, y1, y, x1, x2q “
χtě0δt´s1ps2q
ż
těs2ě0
rv2eis1p´∆x1`iA`V qv1spy1, y1qpv2px1, y1qe´it∆x1 v1px1, y2qq b Ix2s
e´ps1´s
1
1
qApy1, yqδy“y˜e´s2Apy˜, y2qF ps2, y2, y˜, x1, x2q dy1 ds11 dy˜ dy2 ds2.
(2.52)
By virtue of Proposition 1.7, we can describe T2 in exactly the same way:
T2ptq “ U1B2ptqU2, B2ptq P χs1,s2ě0Ms1,s2pL8y2L1y˜,y1,y X L8y1L1y,y2,y˜qpBpL2x1q b CIx2q.
Its norm is also of size xty´d{2.
Likewise, T3ptq and T4ptq are both of the form U1BptqU2, where for example B3 is given by
rB3ptqF sps1, y1, y, x1, x2q “χtě0
ż
těs1`s2
s1,s2ě0
e´s1Apy1, yqv2px2, yqe´ipt´ps1`s2qqp´∆x2`iA`1bV qv1px2, y˜q
e´s2Apy˜, y2qrpv2px1, y1qe´it∆x1 v1px1, y2qq b Ix2sF ps2, y2, y˜, x1, x2q dy˜ dy2 ds2.
(2.53)
Both B3 and B4 are in the following space Xt:
Definition 2.16. Let
Xt “ χs1,s2ě0xt´ ps1 ` s2qy´d{2L8s1,s2rL8y2L1y˜,y,y2sBpS1q
and
Xt “ Xt ‘ CpB1ptq `B2ptqq.
Then }T3ptq}U1XtU2 ` }T4ptq}U1XtU2 À xty´d{2, due to the decay in the x1 factor.
All Xt norms, for t ě 0, are comparable, albeit not uniformly; so the underlying Banach space
is the same: for any t1, t2 ě 0
}T }Xt1 À xt1 ´ t2yd{2}T }Xt2 . (2.54)
For t ď 0, Xt Ă X0 and }T }X0 ď xt1 ´ t2yd{2}T }Xt .
By contrast, the measures that enter the definition of Xt are mutually singular, so they cannot
be compared in the same norm for different values of t. However, the singular part is absent from
higher powers, because XtU2U1Xs Ă Xt`s.
Lemma 2.17. For any s, t ě 0, XtU2U1Xs Ă Xt`s.
Proof. First, we prove that pB1psq `B2psqqU2U1Xt Ă Xt`s.
Note that for p ą 1 ż
R
xt´ ay´pxt´ by´p dt À xa´ by´p. (2.55)
Hence ż 8
0
xa` ty´pxb´ ty´p dt “
ż 8
0
xa` ty´pxt´ by´p dt À xa` by´p.
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Then the statement reduces to the following claim: for s1, s4 ě 0ż
s2,sdě0
rδs´s1ps2qsxs2 ` sdy´d{2rxt´ psd ` s4qy´d{2s ds2 dsd “
“
ż
sd,s´s1ě0
xs´ s1 ` sdy´d{2xt´ sd ´ s4y´d{2 dsd ds
À xs` t´ s1 ´ s4y´d{2.
The statement that pB1psq `B2psqqU2U1pB1ptq `B2ptqq Ă Xt`s reduces to the true statementż
s2,sdě0
rδs´s1ps2qsxs2 ` sdy´d{2rδt´sdps4qs ds2 dsd À xt´ s1 ´ s4y´d{2.
Same goes for the remaining combinations. 
Definition 2.18. Let
W “ tpBptqqtPR | }Bptq}Xt À xty´d{2u.
So T3, T4 P U1WU2. Moreover, even though S1 ˚S2 contains two singular terms, T1, T2 R U1WU2,
higher powers of S1 ˚ S2 contain only U1WU2 terms.
Corollary 2.19. Let B1, B2 be given by (2.51) and (2.52) and B, B˜ PW . Then for any f, f˜ P L8t
}rfpB1 `B2qU2s ˚ rU1f˜pB1 `B2qs}W À }f}L8t }f˜}L8t
and likewise for all other combinations: }rfpB1 `B2qU2s ˚ rU1Bs}W À }f}L8t }B}W ,
}BU2 ˚ rU1fpB1 `B2qs}W À }f}L8t }B}W , }BU2 ˚ U1B˜}W À }B}W }B˜}W .
Proof. This follows immediately from the listed properties of the Xt spaces. 
Hence the only exceptional term is B1 `B2, corresponding to
T1 ` T2 “ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ T12 ˚ T21.
Consider the following algebra W and its completion W “W ‘ CI:
Definition 2.20. Let W be the algebra defined by
W “ rL8t pB1 `B2qs ‘W “ tpBptqqtPR | }Bptq}Xt À xty´d{2u.
with the algebra operation pB, B˜q ÞÑ BU2 ˚ U1B˜.
Then W is a bilateral ideal in W and W{W is a nilpotent algebra, pW{W q2 “ 0.
The definition of Xt has the advantage that it includes, in a sense that will be clear later, an
extra xty´d{2 decay rate, so the xty´d{2 weight in Definition 2.20 corresponds to an overall decay
rate of xty´d.
However, certain steps of the proof, especially computation (2.29) in Wiener’s Theorem, cannot
be carried out in this setting, because, for each t, T ptq will involve a combination of several Xs spaces
for multiple values of s. This is not detrimental to the proof, if small values of s are penalized by
appropriate weights. To account for this, we define the following Banach spaces:
Definition 2.21. For α ě 0, β P r0, 1s, consider the space
Xα,β “
!
B “
ż 8
0
Bpτq dτ |
ż 8
0
p1` βτq´α}Bpτq}Xτ dτ ă 8
)
,
with the norm given by the infimum of the above integral over all valid decompositions (possibly
singular):
}B}Xα,β “ inf
! ż 8
0
p1` βτq´α}Bpτq}Xτ dτ | B “
ż 8
0
Bpτq dτ
)
.
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Let X0 “ X0,1 and also let
Wβ “ tpBptqqtPR | }Bptq}Xd{2,β À xty´d{2p1` βtq´d{2, }Bptq}X0 À xty´d{2u, Wβ “Wβ ‘ C1,
with the appropriate norm:
}B}W “ sup
tPR
xtyd{2p1` βtqd{2}Bptq}Xd{2,β ` sup
tPR
xtyd{2}Bptq}X0 .
Clearly Xα,β Ă Xα˜,β˜ whenever α ď α˜, β ě β˜. It is easy to check that for α ě 0, β P r0, 1s,
rχτě0p1` βτqαL1τ s ˚ rχτě0L1τ s Ă rχτě0xτyαL1τ s.
Consequently, and since XtU2U1Xs Ă Xt`s,
Xα,βU2U1X0 Ă Xα,β.
Moreover, Xα,β contains all Xt spaces, each represented through a Dirac measure in τ , for t ě 0:
}B}Xα,β À p1` βtq´α}B}Xt .
For d ą 2, also note that
}f ˚ g}xty´d{2L8t À }f}xty´d{2L8t }g}xty´d{2L8t
and, uniformly for β P r0, 1s,
}f ˚ g}xty´d{2p1`βtq´d{2L8t À }f}xty´d{2p1`βtq´d{2L8t }g}xty´d{2L8t ` }f}xty´d{2L8t }g}xty´d{2p1`βtq´d{2L8t .
Therefore, for each β P r0, 1s, W Ă Wβ, W0 Ă Wβ, Wβ is also a Banach algebra, i.e. WβU2 ˚
U1Wβ ĂWβ, and furthermore Wβ has the generalized Leibniz property (2.19) with respect to W0:
}B}Wβ ď }B}W , }B1U2 ˚ U1B2}Wβ À }B1}Wβ}B2}W0 ` }B1}W0}B2}Wβ .
For future reference, we also record the following useful property:
Lemma 2.22. The algebra χs1,s2ě0xs1`s2y´d{2L8s1,s2 has property (2.1) as a subalgebra of BpL1sqX
BpL8s q.
Proof. The statement is equivalent to asking that for any T P BpL1s2q X BpL8s2q
xxs1 ` s2y´d{2, T xs2 ` s3y´d{2y À }T }BpL1s2 qXBpL8s2 qxs1 ` s3y
´d{2.
Indeed,
xxs1 ` s2y´d{2, T xs2 ` s3y´d{2y À }xs1 ` s2y´d{2}L1s2 }T }BpL8s2 q}xs2 ` s3y
´d{2}L8s2 À xs3y
´d{2,
and same after swapping s1 and s3. Finally,
minpxs3y´d{2, xs1y´d{2q À xs1 ` s3y´d{2.

2.6.2. The Fourier transform. Next, we show that the Fourier transform of elements of W can also
be handled within W.
As an example, the Fourier transform of T1 “ T12 ˚ T21 belongs to U1X0U2 and is given by
U1 pB1pλqU2, wherepB1pλq “ χs1,s2ě0ps1, s2qe´s1Apy1, yqδy“y˜e´s2Apy˜, y2qrpv2px1, y1qeips1`s2qp´∆x1´λqv1px1, y2qq b Is.
Here X0 is the Banach space defined by Definition 2.16, after setting t “ 0. As stated above, all
the Xt norms are comparable, so the Fourier transform is also uniformly in Xt for any given t.
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Lemma 2.23. The Fourier transforms of T1, T2, and of elements T P U1WU2
pT pλq “ ż 8
0
e´itλT ptq dt
are of the form pT pλq “ U1 pBpλqU2, where pBpλq is in X0:
sup
Imλď0
} pB1pλq}X0 “ sup
Imλď0
} pB1pλq}xs1`s2y´d{2L8s1,s2 pL8y2L1y˜,y1,yXL8y1L1y,y2,y˜qBpS1q ă 8.
Then sup
Imλď0
} pBpλq}X0 ă 8, for B1 and B2. For elements T P U1WU2
sup
Imλď0
} pBpλq}X0 À }T }W .
Proof. The conclusion follows by Minkowski’s inequality. For T1 and T2, it is due to the fact thatż 8
0
xty´d{2δt´s2ps1q dt À xs1 ` s2y´d{2.
For T3, T4, and more generally for elements of U1WU2, it is due to the fact that, see (2.55),ż 8
0
xty´d{2xt´ ps1 ` s2qy´d{2 dt À xs1 ` s2y´d{2.

Lemma 2.23 has a partial converse: every operator in X0, times a sufficiently rapidly decaying
function, is in W . This requires more than d{2 powers of decay.
Lemma 2.24. If χ : R Ñ C is such that χptq À xty´d and T˜ P X0, then χT˜ PW .
Proof. Note that
xty´d{2xs1 ` s2y´d{2 À xt´ ps1 ` s2qy´d{2.
Then, on top of that, another d{2 powers of decay ensure that χT˜ PW . 
Together, these two statements characterize the Fourier transform on W.
The same statements for Wβ and X0, that the Fourier transform of an element of Wβ is in X0
and that an element of X0, times a sufficiently rapidly decaying function of t, is in Wβ, obviously
follow from Definition 2.21.
So the Fourier transform of {S1 ˚ S2pλq is of the form{S1 ˚ S2pλq “ U1BλU2,
where Bλ P X0, uniformly for Imλ ď 0.
We still need to prove appropriate bounds for
pI `xS2pλqq´1 “ ˜pI ` {S1 ˚ S2pλqq´1 0
0 pI ` {S2 ˚ S1pλqq´1
¸
“
ˆpI ` pS1pλqpS2pλqq´1 0
0 pI ` pS2pλqpS1pλqq´1
˙
.
This will be accomplished through a succession of lemmas below, leading to Lemma 2.32.
We shall invert I` {S1 ˚ S2pλq using Fredholm’s alternative Lemma 2.2 and prove that its inverse
is also contained in U1X0U2 ‘ CI.
For each Imλ ď 0, we have proved that {S1 ˚ S2pλq “ U1BλU2 P U1X0U2. As a rule, operators in
this space are not compact. Hence, proving the existence of the inverse can be complicated.
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Moreover, we would like to prove the existence of an inverse of a specific form: one that has U1
as its initial segment, has U2 as its final segment, and can be approximated by finite-rank operators
in the middle, in the specified norm.
The initial and final segments U1 and U2 cannot be approximated by finite-rank operators and
are not compact, this being one of the reasons why they need a special treatment. Nor is Bλ or
U1BλU2 compact, for that matter.
As a rule, e´it∆ becomes compact and norm-continuous as a function of t if it has localizing
weights at both ends, but is not compact if one or both weights are missing.
The issue with S1 ˚S2 and with its Fourier transform (and analogously with S2 ˚S1) is that only
the x1 factor has weights at both ends, while the x2 factor does not.
Going into more detail, the terms pB3 and pB4 are completely continuous in X0, but pB1 and pB2
are not, because they contain the identity Ix2 .
Nevertheless, {S1 ˚ S2 is conjugate to an operator with the right properties and this turns out to
be sufficient. We handle the lack of compactness as follows.
Consider Banach spaces X, Y , and Z and an operator of the form
L1BL2 : X Ñ X,
where L1 : Z Ñ X and L2 : X Ñ Y are fixed initial and final segments, while B : Y Ñ Z can be
any operator in some fixed operator space.
Lemma 2.25. The following formula is true: if I `BL2L1 : Z Ñ Z is invertible, then
pI ` L1BL2q´1 “ I ` L1CL2, (2.56)
where
C “ ´pI `BL2L1q´1B.
Proof. A direct computation shows that
pI ´ L1pI `BL2L1q´1BL2qpI ` L1BL2q
“ I ´ L1pI `BL2L1q´1BL2 ` L1BL2 ´ L1pI `BL2L1q´1BL2L1BL2
“ I ` L1r´pI `BL2L1q´1 ` I ´ pI `BL2L1q´1BL2L1sBL2
“ I.

This formula works together with Fredholm’s alternative, Lemma 2.2. Keeping the same nota-
tion, one has the following:
Lemma 2.26. Suppose that BL2L1 is completely continuous in W Ă BpZq and that the equation
g “ ´L1BL2g
has no nonzero solution. Then I ` L1BL2 is invertible and pI ` L1BL2q´1 P BpXq.
Proof. Indeed, suppose that BL2L1 is completely continuous, meaning that it can be approximated
by finite-rank operators. Then the non-invertibility of I ` BL2L1 would imply the existence of a
nonzero solution to the equation
f “ ´BL2L1f.
But then, applying L1 to this equation on the left and setting L1f “ g, we would get a solution of
the equation
g “ ´L1BL2g.
If this equation has no nonzero solution, then g “ 0, which implies that f “ ´BL2g must be zero.
This contradiction proves that I`BL2L1 is invertible, so pI`L1BL2q´1 exists and has the same
initial and final segments by (2.56). The conclusion follows. 
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So the problem reduces to inverting I ` BλU2U1. By previous computations, this perturbation
of the identity, which we shall prove is completely continuous, belongs to the following space pX:
BλU2U1 P X0U2U1 Ă pX,
where
Definition 2.27. pX :“ χs1,s2ě0xs1 ` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2rL8y1L1yL1y2L8y˜ sBpS1q. (2.57)
The operator Bλ is given by the sum
Bλ “ pB1pλq ` pB2pλq ` pB3pλq ` pB4pλq.
In particular, the simplest term, see (2.51), ispB1pλq “ χs1,s2ě0e´s1Apy1, yqδy“y˜e´s2Apy˜, y2qrpv2px1, y1qeips1`s2qp´∆x1´λqv1px1, y2qq b Is.
Note that pB1pλq “ e´ips1`s2qλ pB1p0q. Hence its X0 norm cannot go to zero as λ goes to infinity.
However, the pX norm of pB1pλqU2U1 does:
lim
λÑ8
} pB1pλqU2U1} pX “ 0.
This follows from the finite-rank approximation below, see Lemma 2.28.
A more complicated term such as pB3pλq, see (2.53), has the form (using s1 and s3 as variables)
pB3pλq “ ż χs1,s2,s3ě0e´s1Apy1, yqv2px2, yqe´is2p´∆x2`iA`1bV qv1px2, y˜q
e´s3Apy˜, y2qrpv2px1, y1qeips1`s2`s3qp´∆x1´λqv1px1, y2qq b Ix2s ds2.
Next, we show that BλU2U1 is completely continuous in pX, so we can apply Fredholm’s alterna-
tive, Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.28. Assume that the infinitesimal generator A satisfies properties C1-C5 and that the
parameter space Y is compact. Then the operator BλU2U1 can be approximated by finite-rank oper-
ators in the pX norm: for any Imλ ď 0 and ǫ ą 0, there exist N and fn, gn, hn, g˜n, h˜n, kn, k˜n, ℓn, ℓ˜n,
1 ď n ď N , such that›››BλU2U1 ´ Nÿ
n“1
fnps1, s2qgnpy1qhnpyqg˜npy2qh˜npy˜qrknpx1q b k˜npx1qsrℓnpx2q b ℓ˜npx2qs
››› pX ă ǫ. (2.58)
Moreover,
lim
λÑ8
}BλU2U1} pX “ 0. (2.59)
Proof. The main issue in obtaining this finite-rank approximation is that if f P xty´d{2L8t , it does
not necessarily follow that
lim
RÑ8
}χtěRf}xty´d{2L8t “ 0.
In fact, the decay rate at infinity would have to be opt´d{2q instead of Opt´d{2q for this to happen.
However, we can circumvent this issue by using a different approximation near infinity, as in the
proof of Lemma 2.7.
The overall kernel is a sum of terms, each of which is the composition of at least two factors
(coming from Bλ and from U2U1), either in the x1 and y variables or in the x2 and y variables.
We can use the weaker L1 norm, defined by (2.10), instead of the weighted L
8 norm for each
factor, and yet their composition will still be in xs1 ` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2 because L1 ˚ L1 Ă xty´d{2L8t .
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Next, we find finite-rank approximations for these factors, which are of the following form,
involving only one out of the two space variables:
K1ptq “ v2px, y1qe´it∆v1px, y2q
and
K2ptq “ v2px, y1qe´it∆e´tApy1, y2qv1px, y2q.
We try to approximate K2 in the following norm:
pL1qtpL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2qBpL2xq (2.60)
and K1 in
pL1qtpL8y1L8y2qBpL2xq. (2.61)
This suffices to handle the xT1 “ {T12 ˚ T21 term of {S1 ˚ S2. For the other terms, we also need to
consider factors of the form
v2px, yqeitp´∆`V `iAqv1px, yq,
which can also be approximated in the norm (2.60) by finite-rank operators, see Lemma 2.11.
K2 being approximable by simple functions in the norm (2.60) is the content of Lemma 2.7.
As for K1, it is completely continuous in (2.61) because we are assuming that Y is compact.
Indeed, since v1px, yq and v2px, yq are continuous in y, when Y is compact they must be uniformly
continuous.
Thus, there exists a finite open cover of Y on which we can approximate them by constant
functions of y:
v1px, yq „
Nÿ
n“1
χnpyqv1px, ynq.
For fixed values of y, one can approximate v1 and v2 with bounded functions of compact support
in x. Henceforth, the proof proceeds as for Lemma 2.7.
Finally, the composition of these simple factors is still simple and the convolution of two L1
functions is in xty´d{2L8t . This proves (2.58).
As λ goes to infinity, the norm of the overall kernel goes to zero, because each term is the
composition of at least two factors, each of which can be approximated by simple functions.
With no loss of generality, after approximating again, each simple function in s will be either
the characteristic function of a bounded interval or exactly of the form xs1 ` s2y´d{2.
Let K1ps1, s2q P χs1,s2ě0pL1qs1`s2 and K2ps2, s3q P χs2,s3ě0pL1qs2`s3 be these simple functions.
Checking each possible case, it follows thatż 8
0
e´λps1`s2qK1ps1, s2qK2ps2, s3q ds2 À xs1 ` s3y´d{2,
with a constant that goes to zero when λÑ 8. 
We shall next prove that the Kato–Birman operator I ` {S1 ˚ S2pλq is invertible.
By Lemma 2.23 it follows that{S1 ˚ S2pλq “ U1BλU2 P U1X0U2.
Consequently, by (2.47) and (2.48),
U1BλU2 P BpL1yrL2x1 b pL1x2 X L2x2qs, L1yrL2x1 b pL2x2 ` L8x2qsq.
In order to show it is a bounded operator on L1yS1, we rewrite
{S1 ˚ S2pλq using the following
identity derived from [Pil2], p. 269:
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Lemma 2.29.
S1 ˚ S2 “ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ T12 ˚ p1` iT22q´1 ˚ T21 “
“ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ p1` iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px, yqq ´ 1
“ p1´ iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`Vb1qv1px, yqq˚p1` iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px, yqq´1.
Hence for every λ such that Imλ ď 0,{S1 ˚ S2pλq “ pS1pλqpS2pλq “ pI ` ipT11pλ´ i0qq´1i pT12pλ´ i0qpI ` i pT22pλ´ i0qq´1ipT21pλ´ i0q “
“ I ´ pI ` pT11pλ´ i0qq´1pI ` v2px1, yqRiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px, yqq
“ I ´ pI ´ v2px1, yqRiAV b1v1px1, yqqpI ` v2px1, yqRiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px, yqq.
Consequently,
S1 ˚ S2 P xty´d{2rL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2srBpL2q b BpL2qs (2.62)
and {S1 ˚ S2pλq P BpLpyS1q.
In both cases, the second factor has weights involving only x1, but attached to a perturbation
of the free evolution/resolvent involving only x2. This factor is of a different type and not directly
related to those that have appeared before in the proof.
Remark 2.30. Estimate (2.62) is actually much easier to prove than the one we want, (2.39), but
this approach does not lead to the full rate of decay, which is xty´d.
Proof. By Duhamel’s identity and Proposition (1.7),
p1` iT22q´1 “ 1´ iv2px2, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px2, yq.
Hence we get that
iT12 ˚ p1` iT22q´1 ˚ iT21 “
“ iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAqv1px2, yq
`
1´ iv2px2, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px2, yq
˘
iv2px2, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAqv1px1, yq
“ iv2px1, yqpeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAq ´ eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qqv1px1, yq
“ iT11 ´ iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px1, yq.
Again, this follows by Duhamel’s formula, which guarantees that the third row equals the second
row.
Applying p1` iT11q´1 to the left, we obtain
iS1 ˚ iS2 “ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ iT11 ´ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px1, yq
“ 1´ p1` iT11q´1 ´ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ iv2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px1, yq,
which gives the desired result.
The first factor is bounded due to Proposition 1.7, as is the second factor because
v1px1, yqe´it∆x1 v2px1, yq P xty´d{2L8t L8y1,y2BpL2q (2.63)
and
eitp∆x2`iA´1bV q P L8t rL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2sBpL2q.
The second inequality admits a simple probabilistic proof. Indeed, eitp∆x2`iA´1bV q has a kernel
given by
ψ0 “Epψωptq | ψωp0q “ ψ0, ωp0q “ y2, ωptq “ y1q¨
¨Ppωp0q “ y2 | ωptq “ y1q. (2.64)
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But the second factor is exactly
Ppωp0q “ y2 | ωptq “ y1q “ e´tApy1, y2q P rL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2s,
while the first factor is uniformly L2-bounded, because the evolution is always unitary.
The computation for the resolvent is simply the Fourier transformed version of the one above,
with the resolvent identity and symmetric resolvent identity replacing Duhamel’s formula. 
As an aside, this formula for {S1 ˚ S2pλq still evidences its lack of compactness. Indeed, while the
product of both factors
rv2px1, yqRiAVb1v1px1, yqsrI ` v2px1, yqRiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px, yqs
is compact, each of them by itself is not compact, and they both appear in the formula outside
their product as well. However, now both factors are LpyS1-bounded for 1 ď p ď 2, so equation
(2.65) below makes sense.
We now prove the spectral condition, analogous to Lemma 2.8, that implies the absence of bound
states in the lower half-plane for the Liouville-type averaged equation (1.15).
Lemma 2.31. Suppose that V P CypL1x X L8x q is real-valued, Imλ ď 0, and f P LpyS1, 1 ď p ď 2,
is a solution to the equation
f “ ipS1pλqipS2pλqf “ pI ` i pT11pλ´ i0qq´1ipT12pλ´ i0qpI ` ipT22pλ´ i0qq´1i pT21pλ´ i0qf. (2.65)
Then f “ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.29, equation (2.65) becomes
0 “ pI ` pT11pλ´ i0qq´1pI ` v2px1, yqRiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px1, yqqf. (2.66)
Applying I ` i pT11pλ´ i0q to both sides of (2.66), we obtain
f “ ´v2px1, yqRiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px1, yqf.
If f P L2yS1 Ă L2y,x1,x2 , the pairing
xsgnV f, fy “ xv1px1, yqf,RiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px1, yqfy
is finite and real-valued. Then for some c ą 0
0 “ ´ ImxRiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px1, yqf, v1px1, yqfy
“ cxEλp´∆x2 ` V px2, yqqv1px1, yqf, v1px1, yqfy`
` xAPą0RiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px1, yqf, Pą0RiA´1bV pλqv1px1, yqfy.
See (2.15) for the proof. Here Eλp´∆x2 ` V px2, yqq is the spectral density of ´∆x2 ` V px2, yq.
Then let
g “ RiA´1bV pλ´ i0qv1px1, yqf.
Since for any ǫ ą 0 PěǫA is a strictly positive operator, we obtain that Pěǫg “ 0, so Pą0g “ 0
and g must be of the form g “ gpx1, x2qhpyq, where h is the ground state of A. Next, g is a
distributional solution to the equation
p´∆x1 `∆x2 ` V px1, yq ´ V px2, yq ´ λqgpx1, x2qhpyq “ 0.
By the nontriviality Assumption A it follows that there exists some open set O1 such that gpx1, x2q “
0 for all px1, x2q P Rd ˆO1. By unique continuation (see Lemma 5.6 of [Pil2]) it follows that g “ 0.
Therefore f “ 0 and the proof is concluded in this case.
If f P L1yS1, then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.8, we need to bootstrap from L1y to L2y. It suffices
to prove that there exists some ǫ ą 0 such that, whenever 1{p´1{p˜ “ ǫ, f P LpyS1 implies f P Lp˜yS1.
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We represent RiA´1bV pλ´ i0q as the Fourier transform of
iχtą0ptqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV q,
which we decompose into two components,
iχtą0ptqηpt{ǫqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV q ` iχtą0ptqp1 ´ ηpt{ǫqqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV q.
The second component is smoothing in the y variable, taking Lp to Lp˜, due to condition C3 on
e´tA, together with (2.63) and (2.64):
}v2px1, yqiχtą0ptqp1´ ηpt{ǫqqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qv1px1, yqf}L1tLp˜yS1 À Cpǫq}f}LpyS1 ,
so the same is true for its Fourier transform:
sup
Imλď0
}v2px1, yqpiχtą0ptqp1 ´ ηpt{ǫqqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qq^pλqv1px1, yq}BpLpyS1,Lp˜yS1q ď Cpǫq.
The first piece is not smoothing, but it and its Fourier transform become small in norm as ǫÑ 0:
lim
ǫÑ0
sup
Imλď0
}v2px1, yqpiχtą0ptqηpt{ǫqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iA´1bV qq^pλqv1px1, yq}BpLp˜yS1q “ 0.
This is again a consequence of (2.63) and (2.64).
Consequently, for small ǫ ą 0
f “ ´pI ´ pv2iχtą0ptqηpt{ǫqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAyqq^pλqv1q´1
piχtą0ptqp1´ ηpt{ǫqqv2eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAyqv1q^pλqf,
where the inverse is given by a geometric series for small ǫ.
After a finite number of such bootstrapping steps, f P L2yS1 and we can continue as above. 
We can now prove the invertibility of I ` {S1 ˚ S2pλq in the desired setting, U1X0U2. Recall that
X0 Ă X0 by the discussion after Definition 2.21.
Lemma 2.32. For Imλ ď 0, I ` {S1 ˚ S2pλq is invertible and pI ` {S1 ˚ S2pλqq´1 ´ I P U1X0U2 is
norm-continuous and its norm goes to zero as λ goes to infinity. Therefore
sup
Imλď0
}pI ` {S1 ˚ S2pλqq´1 ´ I}U1X0U2 ă 8.
Proof. By virtue of its complete continuity in pX , see (2.57), the operator BλU2U1 is bounded and
compact on xsy´d{2L8s L8y1L1yS1: pX Ă Bpxsy´d{2L8s L8y1L1yS1q.
Next, we examine pI ` BλU2U1q´1 in these settings. By Fredholm’s alternative, Lemma 2.2,
either I `BλU2U1 is invertible or else the equation
F “ ´BλU2U1F (2.67)
must have a nonzero solution F ‰ 0 in xsy´d{2L8s L1y1L1yS1. Then U1F will be in L1y1S1 by (2.49)
and solve the equation
U1F “ ´pU1BλU2qU1F.
Since U1BλU2 “ {S1 ˚ S2pλq, by Lemma 2.31 this implies that U1F “ 0. But then by (2.67) F “ 0,
which is a contradiction, so I `BλU2U1 must be invertible in Bpxsy´d{2L8s L1y1L1yS1q:
pI `BλU2U1q´1 P Bpxsy´d{2L8s L8y1L1yS1q.
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We next need to show that the inverse is in pX . This will follow if the desired subalgebra
(eventually pX , but we have to start with others) has property (2.1). First, note that the following
statement is false:
rχs1,s2ě0xs1` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2sBpxsy´d{2L8s qrχs1,s2ě0xs1` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2s Ă χs1,s2ě0xs1` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2 ,
(2.68)
because }xs1 ` s2y´d{2}xs1y´d{2L8s1 has no decay as s2 Ñ8; it is always 1.
Instead, one can show that
p2.68q Ă BpL8s q,
which implies that
pI `BλU2U1q´1 P BpL8s L1y1L1yS1q.
However, it is easy to check that replacing Bpxsy´d{2L8s q by BpL1sq X BpL8s q works, i.e. the
following statement is true, as per Lemma 2.22:
rχs1,s2ě0xs1`s2y´d{2L8s1,s2srBpL1sqXBpL8s qsrχs1,s2ě0xs1`s2y´d{2L8s1,s2s Ă χs1,s2ě0xs1`s2y´d{2L8s1,s2 .
(2.69)
More generally, an integral kernel in xs1 ` s2y´d{2L8s is bounded on Lps, 1 ď p ď 8, as well as
on xsyαLp,8s , 1 ă p ď 8, |α| ď d{2´ 1{p.
Hence, in particular, BλU2U1 also acts completely continuously on L
1
sL
8
y1
L1yS1. Then, using the
Fredholm alternative as above leads to
pI `BλU2U1q´1 P BpL1sL8y1L1yS1q.
Consequently, due to (2.69),
pI `BλU2U1q´1 ´ I P χs1,s2ě0xs1 ` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2BpL8y1L1yS1q.
Note that the operator subalgebra of kernels L8y1L
1
yL
1
y2
L8y˜ Ă BpL8y1L1yq also has property (2.1):
rL8y1L1yL1y2L8y˜ sBpL8y1L1yqrL8y1L1yL1y2L8y˜ s Ă L8y1L1yL1y2L8y˜ .
Together, these two facts imply that pX has property (2.1) as a subalgebra of BpL1sL1y1L1yS1q X
BpL8s L1y1L1yS1q, so
pI `BλU2U1q´1 ´ I P χs1,s2ě0xs1 ` s2y´d{2L8s1,s2rL8y1L1yL1y2L8y˜ sBpS1q “ pX.
So the inverse is also in pX , as per Fredholm’s alternative, Lemma 2.2, and is completely contin-
uous in there.
By formula (2.56),
pI ` {S1 ˚ S2pλqq´1 ´ I “ ´U1pI `BλU2U1q´1BλU2 P U1 pXX0U2.
This implies the desired conclusion, because pXX0 Ă X0.
Finally, the norm }pI ` {S1 ˚ S2pλqq´1 ´ I}X0 goes to zero as λÑ8 because the same is true for
}BλU2U1} pX , as per (2.59). 
2.6.3. Completing the proof. Continuity under translation (1.23’) can be examined in the same
context. The expression S1 ˚ S2 is not continuous under translation, because the terms T1ptq and
T2ptq are given by the singular measure δt´s1ps2q for each t, so are not comparable for different
values of t.
However, it suffices to prove the continuity under translation of the higher powers, which are in
W ĂW, hence non-singular.
If T PW , then for each t ě 0
T ptq P xt´ ps1 ` s2qy´d{2L8s1,s2 ,
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but these norms are comparable for different values of t, see (2.54), and the underlying space is the
same. The singular part WzW is not comparable across different values of t, but it is absent from
higher powers.
Also recall that W ĂW by the discussion following Definition 2.21.
Lemma 2.33. For N ě 4
lim
ǫÑ0
}pS1 ˚ S2qN pt` ǫq ´ pS1 ˚ S2qN ptq}U1WU2 “ 0.
Proof. The terms T3 and T4 are continuous under translation, after cutting away an ǫ-length interval
near zero, with no need to raise them to higher powers. Indeed, Td is given by
T3ptq “ T12 ˚ rp1` iT22q´1 ´ 1s ˚ T21 “ U1B3ptqU2,
where
B3ptqps1, s2q “e´s1Apy1, yqe´s2Apy˜, y2q
rpv2px1, y1qe´it∆x1 v1px1, y2qq b pv2px2, yqeipt´s1´s2qp∆x2`iAqpy, y˜qv1px2, y˜qqs.
With no loss of generality, it suffices to prove continuity under translation in the case when the
potentials v1 and v2 are bounded and compactly supported in x.
Then v2e
´it∆v1 P BpL2xq is a norm-continuous function of t, except near t “ 0. As tÑ 8,
v2e
´it∆v1 “ v2p4πitq´d{2v1 `Opt´pd`2q{2q.
We can neglect the lower-order term for large t and the leading-order term is clearly continuous
under translation. For t within a bounded interval, norm continuity must be uniform. This suffices
to prove the continuity under translation of χąǫv2e
´it∆v1.
Likewise, the continuity under translation of χąǫp1 ` iT22q´1 ´ 1 follows from the continuity
under translation of the original expression χąǫptqT22ptq.
We have thus proved that χąǫptqB3ptq is continuous under translation. Therefore, higher powers
of B3 are continuous without the cutoff.
Same goes for B4. The other term, B1`B2, behaves similarly after being squared or multiplied
by B3 or B4, hence N ě 4 is sufficient. 
We next prove the main trace-class dispersive estimates for the dissipative Liouville-type equation
(1.15), stated in Proposition 2.13.
Proof of Proposition 2.13. Recall the main setup:
1` iT “
ˆ
1` iT11 0
0 1` iT22
˙ˆ
1 ip1` iT11q´1 ˚ T12
ip1` iT22q´1 ˚ T21 1
˙
“ p1` iTdiagq ˚ p1` ip1` iTdiagq´1 ˚ S0q
:“ p1` iTdiagq ˚ p1` iSq,
where we let
S :“ p1` iTdiagq´1 ˚ S0 “
ˆ
0 p1` iT11q´1 ˚ T12
p1` iT22q´1 ˚ T21 0
˙
.
Then
p1` iT q´1 “ p1` iSq´1 ˚ p1` iTdiagq´1 “ p1` S2q´1 ˚ p1´ iSq ˚ p1` iTdiagq´1. (2.70)
Below we explicitly estimate the last two factors and control the first one by Wiener’s theorem.
Let S1 and S2 be the two nonzero (off-diagonal) components of the matrix S:
S1 :“ p1` iT11q´1 ˚ T12, S2 :“ p1` iT22q´1 ˚ T21. (2.71)
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Therefore
S2 “
ˆ
S1 ˚ S2 0
0 S2 ˚ S1
˙
and pS2pλq “ ˆpS1pλqpS2pλq 0
0 pS2pλqpS1pλq
˙
, (2.72)
where S2 is the convolution of S with itself.
The terms S1 and S2 lack two desirable properties: L
1
yS1 norm decay in t and compactness of
their Fourier transform for λ P R. Thus we study their square instead, which has both properties.
We can use Wiener’s Theorem 1.6 together with Proposition 2.10 to invert 1` S2 in U1WβU2,
where Wβ is defined in Definition 2.21. Indeed, due to Lemma 2.33, 1`S2 has property (1.23’) in
U1WβU2, and the Fourier transform of 1` S2 is invertible in X0 by Lemma 2.32. We obtain that
p1` S1 ˚ S2q´1 ´ 1 P U1WβU2,
with a norm independent of β P r0, 1s, because the spaces Wβ have property (2.19) with respect to
W0.
Duhamel’s identity for equation (1.15) is equivalent to
χtą0e
itp´∆x1`∆x2`iA`Vb1´1bV q “ χtą0eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAq`
` i
ż
tąs1ąs2ą0
T0V pt´ s1qp1 ` iT q´1ps1 ´ s2qTV 0ps2q ds1 ds2,
(2.73)
where
TV 0ptq “
ˆ
T10ptq
T20ptq
˙
“ χtą0V2eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAq
and
T0V ptq “
`
T01ptq T02ptq
˘ “ χtą0eitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAqV1.
The only nontrivial factor is p1`iT q´1, given by (2.70). First consider the inverse of the diagonal
component:
p1` iTdiagq´1 “
ˆp1` iT11q´1 0
0 p1` iT22q´1
˙
.
The inverse of the first component has the explicit form
p1` iT11q´1 “ r1` iχtě0v2px1, yqeitp´∆x1`∆x2`iAqv1px1, yqs´1
“ 1´ iχtě0v2px1, yqreitp´∆x1`iA`Vb1q b eit∆x2 sv1px1, yq
and likewise for p1` iT22q´1, by symmetry.
Using the notation (2.46), by estimate (2.32) from Proposition 1.7, it follows that
p1` iT11q´1 ´ 1 P xty´d{2L8t pL8y1L1y2 X L8y2L1y1qrBpL2q b Ceit∆s.
Consequently,
p1` iT11q´1U1Wβ Ă U1Wβ, WβU2p1 ` iT11q´1 ĂWβU2,
where the free Schro¨dinger evolution in the x2 variable just gets appended to U1 or U2, and likewise,
see (2.74),
p1` iT22q´1U˜1Wβ Ă U˜1Wβ, WβU˜2p1 ` iT22q´1 ĂWβU˜2.
The expression S consists of two off-diagonal entries, S1 and S2. The first, S1, is of the same
type as T12 and belongs, among other operator spaces, to
S1ptq P xty´dpL8y2L1y1 X L8y1L1y2qrBpL1x1 X L2x1 , L2x1q b BpL2x2 , L2x2 ` L8x2qs.
More precisely, S1 is of the form S1 “ U1BU˜2, where B PW and U˜i is Ui with the variables x1 and
x2 swapped:
rU˜1F spy1, x1, x2q “
ż 8
0
ż
Y
e´is1∆x1v1px1, yqF py1, y, x1, s1, x2q dy ds1 (2.74)
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and
rU˜2f sps2, y2, y˜, x1, x2q “ v2px1, y˜qe´is2∆x1fpy2, x1, x2q.
Thus S1 has a final segment in the x1 variable and an initial segment in the x2 variable, swapping
these two variables.
The second entry S2 behaves like a mirror image of S1, being of the same type as T21, and has
the form S2 “ U˜1BU2, B PW.
Just like for U1 and U2, see (2.50), the composition U˜2U˜1 has better decay properties than the
individual factors.
In conclusion, a typical term coming from p1` iT q´1´ 1 in the Duhamel formula (2.73) has the
same structure as S1 ˚S2 or S2 ˚S1, if on the diagonal; as S1, in the upper-right corner; and as S2,
in the lower-left corner. In brief,
p1` iT q´1 ´ 1 P
ˆ
U1
U˜1
˙
Wβ
`
U2 U˜2
˘
Considering this and the explicit form of the other two factors in (2.73), TV 0 and T0V (which
have dissipative components), we obtain the following expression for the whole Duhamel term:” ż
s1,s2ě0
s1`s2ďt
T0V ps1qrp1 ` iT q´1 ´ 1spt´ s1 ´ s2qTV 0ps2q ds1 ds2
ı
F py˜1, x1, x2q “
“
ż
s1,s2ě0
s1`s2ďt
ż
σ1,σ2ě0
ż
Y 5
e´s1Apy˜1, y1qe´is1∆x1`ips1`σ1q∆x2v1px1, y1qv1px2, yqBt´s1´s2pσ1, σ2, y1, y, y˜, y2q
v2px2, y˜qv2px1, y2qe´is2∆x1`ips2`σ2q∆x2e´s2Apy2, y˜2qF py˜2, x1, x2q dy1 dy dy˜ dy2 dy˜2 ds1 dσ1 ds2 dσ2,
(2.75)
where B P Wβ, plus three other analogous terms coming from the other matrix entries.
We focus on estimating the main term. For each choice of s’s and y’s, the expression is bounded
in the correct norm in the x variables:
}p2.75qF }pL2`L8qbpL2`L8q À
À xt´ s1 ´ s2y´dxs1y´d{2xs1 ` σ1y´d{2xs2y´d{2xs2 ` σ2y´d{2}V }2CypL1xXL8x q}Bt´s1´s2}}F }pL1XL2qbpL1XL2q,
For each choice of s’s, the y integrals are appropriately bounded because
e´s1Apy˜1, y1q P L8y1L1y˜1 , Bt´s1´s2 P L8y2L1y˜L1y1L1y, e´s2Apy2, y˜2q P L8y˜2L1y2 , F P L1y˜2 ,
and the integral ż
Y 5
e´s1ABt´s1´s2e
´s2AF dy1 dy dy˜ dy2 dy˜2
is bounded by the norms above.
Finally, we are left with computing the following integral in s:ż
Bt´s1´s2xs1y´d{2xs1 ` σ1y´d{2xs2y´d{2xs2 ` σ2y´d{2}V }2CypL1xXL8x q ds1 ds2 dσ1 dσ2. (2.76)
Since Bt´s1´s2 P Xd{2,β, see Definition 2.21, for each value of t´ s1 ´ s2 we can write it as
Bt´s1´s2 “
ż 8
0
Bt´s1´s2τ dτ, B
t´s1´s2
τ P Xτ ,
where by the Definition 2.21 of Xd{2,βż 8
0
p1` βτq´d{2}Bt´s1´s2τ }Xτ dτ À }Bt´s1´s2}X À xt´ s1 ´ s2y´d{2p1` βpt´ s1 ´ s2qq´d{2}B}Wβ
(2.77)
and from Definition 2.16 of Xτ , since B
t´s1´s2
τ P Xτ , we get an extra xτ ´ σ1 ´ σ2y´d{2 factor.
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Consequently, replacing β by 1{β, for all β ě 1ż 8
0
pβ ` τq´d{2}Bt´s1´s2τ }Xτ dτ À }Bt´s1´s2}Xβ À xt´ s1 ´ s2y´d{2pβ ` t´ s1 ´ s2q´d{2}B}W1{β ,
where in fact }B}W1{β is uniformly bounded independently of β ě 1.
Setting β “ s1 ` s2 ` 1, this leads toż 8
0
xτ ` s1 ` s2y´d{2}Bt´s1´s2τ }Xτ dτ À xt´ s1 ´ s2y´d{2xty´d{2}B}W1{β . (2.78)
Returning to the integral (2.76), after substituting Bt´s1´s2 P Xd{2,β by a combination of
Bt´s1´s2τ P Xτ in accordance with Definition 2.21, it is of sizeż
}Bt´s1´s2τ }Xτ xτ´σ1´σ2y´d{2xs1y´d{2xs2y´d{2xs1`σ1y´d{2xs2`σ2y´d{2 dσ1 dσ2 ds1 ds2 dτ. (2.79)
Here ż
xτ ´ σ1 ´ σ2y´d{2xs1 ` σ1y´d{2xs2 ` σ2y´d{2 dσ1 dσ2 À xτ ` s1 ` s2y´d{2.
Integrating in τ and using inequality (2.78), this is no more than
p2.79q À
ż
xt´ s1 ´ s2y´d{2xty´d{2xs1y´d{2xs2y´d{2 ds1 ds2 À xty´d.
The more singular terms supported at δt´s1´s2´σ1pσ2q, which are the contribution of Xτ zXτ , see
Definition (2.16), obey the same bound.
The same computation works with initial and/or final segments of uneven length. In particular,
if composed with e´it1∆x1eit2∆x2 on the right, then (2.75) will be bounded in norm byż
}Bt´s1´s2τ }Xτ xτ´σ1´σ2y´d{2xs1y´d{2xs2`t1y´d{2xs1`σ1y´d{2xs2`σ2`t2y´d{2 dσ1 dσ2 ds1 ds2 dτ,
which in turn is now bounded by
À xt` t1y´d{2xt` t2y´d{2.
This implies (2.40) and (2.41) is proved similarly. 
Proof of Corollary 2.15. The proof uses Duhamel’s formula (1.21) in combination with the point-
wise decay estimate (2.41).
Recall formula (2.75):ż
s1,s2ě0
s1`s2ďt
ż
σ1,σ2ě0
ż
Y 5
e´s1Apy˜1, y1qe´is1∆x1`ips1`σ1q∆x2v1px1, y1qv1px2, yqBt´s1´s2pσ1, σ2, y1, y, y˜, y2q
v2px2, y˜qv2px1, y2qe´is2∆x1`ips2`σ2q∆x2e´s2Apy2, y˜2qF py˜2, x1, x2q dy1 dy dy˜ dy2 dy˜2 ds1 dσ1 ds2 dσ2.
The initial and final segments can be bounded using endpoint Strichartz estimates: for each y
configuration,
}v2px2, y˜qv2px1, y2qe´is2∆x1`ips2`σ2q∆x2F px1, x2q}L2s2,x1bL2σ2,x2 À }F }S1 .
In order to use it below, we weaken the L2s2,x1 b L2σ2,x2 norm as follows: for each s2 and σ2,
L2s2,x1 ˆL2σ2,x2 Ă S1 in just the space variables, and each individual tensor has a bound of the form
}f1ps2, x1qf2pσ2, x2q}S1 ď fps2qgpσ2q, f, g P L2. (2.80)
Strichartz estimates do not provide uniform decay in s1 and s2, so we need to put the t norms
on the inside and estimate them before the y norms. This is possible because, by Minkowski’s
inequality,
Xt “ χs1,s2ě0xt´ps1`s2qy´d{2L8s1,s2rL8y2L1y˜,y,y2sBpS1q Ă rL8y2L1y˜,y,y2sχs1,s2ě0xt´ps1`s2qy´d{2L8s,1,s2BpS1q.
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Consequently,
Bt´s1´s2pσ1, σ2, y1, y, y˜, y2q “
ż 8
0
Bt´s1´s2τ dτ
and
Bt´s1´s2τ P rL8y2L1y˜,y,y2sχs1,s2ě0xτ ´ ps1 ` s2qy´d{2L8s,1,s2BpS1q.
Estimating B in W0, see Definition 2.21, the overall norm of Bt´s1´s2 is of size xt´ s1 ´ s2y´d{2.
For each t and τ , integration against xt ´ ps1 ` s2qy´d{2xτ ´ pσ1 ` σ2qy´d{2 is bounded from
L2s2 b L2σ2 to L2s1 b L2σ1 .
Since the kernel B P W0 is integrable over τ , it acts in the same manner as each individual
expression. Thus, for each fixed y configuration, the image of each tensor (2.80) under B is still a
combination of hps2, σ2, x1, x2q, where
}hps2, σ2, x1, x2q}S1 ď f˜ps2qg˜pσ2q, f˜ , g˜ P L2.
Finally, to estimate the last factor, for each y configuration we need to analyze the following
expression:ż
tąs1ąs2
w1px1, y˜1qw2px2, y˜1qe´ipt´s2q∆x1eipt´σ2q∆x2v1px1, y1qv1px2, yqhps2, σ2, x1, x2q ds1 ds2.
(2.81)
By Lemma 2.4, the L2 operator norms of w1px1qe´ipt´s2q∆x1v1px1, y1q and w2px2qeipt´σ2q∆x2v1px2, yq
are L1 functions of t´ s2, respectively t´ σ2; denote them k1pt´ s2q and k2pt´ σ2q.
Then, for each s2, σ2, and t, the expression (2.81) is bounded in the trace class by
k1pt´ s2qk2pt´ σ2qf˜ps2qg˜pσ2q.
Since k1, k2 P L1 and f˜ , g˜ P L2, this expression is integrable in s2, σ2, and t. Summing over all the
tensors in the tensor product, and then integrating in y, we obtain the desired conclusion (2.42).
The other estimate (2.43) follows in the same manner.

2.7. Proofs of the main results. Finally, we are ready to give the proof of the main linear result,
concerning dispersive estimates for a Schro¨dinger equation with time-dependent potential.
Proposition 2.34. Let ψω be a solution of (1.4). Supposing that V P CypL1x X L8x q satisfies
Assumption A,
}ψω}xty´d{2L8t L2ωpL2x`L8x q À }ψ0}L2ωpL1xXL2xq ` }Ψω}xty´d{2L8t L2ωpL1xXL2xq (2.82)
and
}ψω}L2tL2ωL6,2x À }ψ0}L2ωL2x ` }Ψω}L2tL2ωL6{5,2x . (2.83)
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Recall that ψω is the solution of the equation
iBtψω ´∆ψω ` V ψω “ Ψω, ψωp0, xq “ ψ0px, ωq, ωp0q “ X0.
Here X0 : Ω Ñ Y is a random variable that gives the initial distribution of the Markov process
driving the random potential. Its distribution µ0pAq “ Ppω0 P Aq is a probability measure on Y .
Define
fpx1, x2, y, tq “ Epψωpx1, tqψωpx2, tq : ωptq “ Xt “ yq,
which fulfills in turn the averaged Liouville-type equation (1.15)
iBtf ´∆x1f `∆x2f ` iAf ` pV b 1´ 1b V qf “ F,
where
fp0, y, x1, x2q “ f0py, x1, x2q “ Epψ0px1, ωqψ0px2, ωq : ωp0q “ ω0 “ yq
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and
F pt, y, x1, x2q “ EpΨωpx1qψωpx2q ´ ψωpx1q bΨωpx2q : ωptq “ Xt “ yq.
Because the equation is linear, we can treat the contributions of the initial data ψω0 and of the
source term Ψω separately.
First, consider the case of uniform decay estimates, for ψ0 P L1 X L8.
The random initial data of the random equation have the following contribution in (1.15) after
averaging. If ψ0pωq P L8ω pL1x X L2xq and ω0 PMω, then
}f0}L1ypL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2 q “ E}ψ0px1, ωqψ0px2, ωq}pL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2 q
“ }ψ0px1, ωqψ0px2, ωq}L1ωpL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2q
“ }ψ0px, ωq}2L2ωpµ0qpL1xXL2xq.
By Pillet’s Feynman–Kac formula (1.16), for each t ě 0
}|Vωpx, tq|1{2ψωpx, tq}2L2ωL2x “ E
ż
|Vωpx, tq||ψωpx, tq|2 dx
“
ż
YˆRd
|V px, yq|fpx, x, y, tq dx dy
ď }V }L8y pL1xXL8x q}fptq}L1ypL2x1`L8x1 qbpL2x2`L8x2q.
(2.84)
By the dispersive estimate (2.39), in the absence of a source term,
}fptq}L1ypL2x1`L8x1 qbpL2x2`L8x2q À xty
´d}f0}L1ypL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2q.
But for each path ω P Ω the left-hand side of (2.84) controls the pointwise decay:
}ψωptq}L2x`L8x À xty´d{2}ψ0px, ωq}L1xXL2x `
ż t
0
xt´ sy´d{2}Vωpx, sqψωpsq}L1xXL2x ds
À xty´d{2}ψ0px, ωq}L1xXL2x `
ż t
0
xt´ sy´d{2}V }1{2
L8y pL
1
xXL
8
x q
}|Vωpx, sq|1{2ψωpsq}L2x ds.
Indeed, by Minkowski’s inequality›››› ż t
0
xt´ sy´d{2}|Vωpx, sq|1{2ψωpsq}L2x ds
››››
L2ω
ď
ż t
0
xt´ sy´d{2}|Vωpx, sq|1{2ψωpsq}L2ω,x ds
À
ˆż t
0
xt´ sy´d{2xsy´d{2 ds
˙
}V }1{2
L8y pL
1
xXL
8
x q
}f0}1{2L1ypL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2 q
À xty´d{2}V }1{2
L8y pL
1
xXL
8
x q
}ψ0px, ωq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq.
We conclude that
}ψωptq}L2ωpL2x`L8x q À xty´d{2}ψ0px, ωq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq.
Next, consider the inhomogenous term F in (1.15), which is the conditional expectation of the
following tensor product:
F ptq “ E Ψωptq b ψωptq ´ ψω bΨω : ωptq “ y(. (2.85)
This is the sum of two terms, F ptq “ F1ptq ` F2ptq, where
F1ptq “ E
 
Ψωptq b ψωptq : ωptq “ y
(
, F2ptq “ ´E
 
ψωptq bΨωptq : ωptq “ y
(
.
Here ψ only belongs to Strichartz spaces, never to dual Strichartz spaces, so we cannot use
estimates such as (2.39). The inhomogenous term has to be handled in a special manner, by means
of (2.40).
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We write ψω in (2.85) using Duhamel’s formula:
ψω “ i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sq∆pVωpsqψω `Ψωq ds.
Note that
}Vωpsqψωpsq `Ψωpsq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq À }ψωpsq}L2ωpL2x`L8x q ` }Ψωpsq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq.
By performing this expansion within the averaged Liouville-type equation (1.15) for f , we get that
the inhomogenous term F “ Epp2.85q : Xt “ yq consists of
F2pt, y1q “
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆x2G2pt, s, y1, x1, x2q dy ds,
where
G2pt, sq “ iEprVωpsqψωpsq `Ψωpsqs bΨωptq | ωptq “ y1q.
Due to properties of Markov chains, the expression will be in L1y1 :
}G2pt, sq}L1y1 pL1x1XL2x1qbpL1x2XL2x2 q À E}rVωpsqψωpsq `Ψωpsqs bΨωptq}pL1x1XL2x1 qbpL1x2XL2x2q
À }Vωpsqψωpsq `Ψωpsq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq}Ψωptq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq
À p}ψωpsq}L2ωpL2x`L8x q ` }Ψωpsq}L2ωpL1xXL2xqq}Ψωptq}L2ωpL1xXL2xq.
F1 can be treated in the same way, swapping x1 and x2.
By (2.40), then,
}ψωptq}2L2ωpL2x`L8x q À
ĳ
0ďs1,s2ďt
xt´ s1y´d{2xt´ s2y´d{2}Ψωps1q}L2ωpL1xXL2xq
p}Ψωps2q}L2ωpL1xXL2xq ` }ψωps2q}L2ωpL1xXL2xqq ds1 ds2.
Then
}ψω}2xty´d{2L8t L2ωpL2x`L8x q À }Ψω}
2
xsy´d{2L8s L
2
ωpL
1
xXL
2
xq
` }Ψω}xsy´d{2L8s L2ωpL1xXL2xq}ψω}xsy´d{2L8s L2ωpL2x`L8x q
and the conclusion (2.82) follows.
For the Strichartz estimate (2.83), the computation is similar, but with powers of decay replaced
by Lp bounds, employing estimate (2.43). By the Feynman–Kac formula (1.16),
}|Vωpx, tq|1{2ψωpx, tq}2L2tL2ωL2x “ E
ĳ
|Vωpx, tq||ψωpx, tq|2 dx dt
“
ĳ
RˆYˆRd
|V px, yq|fpx, x, y, tq dx dy dt
ď }|V |1{2fptq|V |1{2}L1yL1tS1 .
By virtue of Corollary 2.15, the computation now reads
}ψωptq}2L2tL2ωL6,2x À }G2}L1yrL2tL6{5,2x1 bL2sL6{5,2x2 s
À }Ψω}L2sL2ωL6{5,2x p}Ψω}L2sL2ωL6{5,2x ` }ψω}L2sL2ωL6,2x q,
implying the conclusion (2.83).
Concerning the boundedness of the average energy, note that by the definition (1.13) and by the
same Feynman–Kac formula (1.16) it follows that for each t ě 0 and h : Y Ñ C
E
 
hpωptqq}∇ψωptq}2L2x ` xψωptq, Vωptqψωptqy
( “ ż
Y
hpyq trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqs dy.
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Taking a t derivative and using the equation (1.15) for f , we see that
B
Bt p´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tq “
“ p´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqpip´∆x1 ` V px1, yq `∆x2 ´ V px2, yqq ´Aqfpx1, x2, y, tq.
(2.86)
Consider a Hilbert space L2 of square integrable functions over some measure space. For a
trace-class operator K P S1pL2q of kernel Kpx1, x2q, its singular-value decomposition implies that
trK “
ż
Kpx, xq dx.
Furthermore, given f, g P L2 and a possibly unbounded operator T ,
trrTf b gs “
ż
pTfqg “
ż
fpT ˚gq “ trrf b T ˚gs.
This equality holds as long as both sides are finite.
By using the singular-value decomposition, this also generalizes to any trace-class operator K,
relating to a well-known identity:
trrTKs “ trrKT s.
Consequently, for each t ě 0 and y P Y , when V is real-valued and f is sufficiently smooth
trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqq2fpx1, x2, y, tqs “ trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqp´∆x2 ` V px2, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqs
“ trrp´∆x2 ` V px2, yqq2fpx1, x2, y, tqs.
So the two main terms in (2.86) cancel and we are left with
B
Bt trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqs “ ´ trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqAfpx1, x2, y, tqs
“ A trr∇x1∇x2fpx1, x2, y, tqs ` trrV px1, yqAfpx1, x2, y, tqs.
(2.87)
This identity holds pointwise for each y P Y .
Next, integrating in y and using the self-adjointness of A, assuming that A1 “ 0 (A applied to
the constant function is 0), we obtain that
´
ż
Y
p´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqAfpx1, x2, y, tq dy “
ż
Y
rAV px1, yqsfpx1, x2, y, tq dy
and same after taking the trace, so
B
Bt
ż
Y
trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqs “
ż
Y
rAV px1, yqs trrfpx1, x2, y, tqs dy.
More generally, when integrating the identity (2.87) against a weight hpyq instead of 1
´
ż
Y
hpyqp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqAfpx1, x2, y, tq dy “
ż
Y
p´Ahq∆x1f `ArhpyqV px1, yqsfpx1, x2, y, tq dy.
Taking the trace this leads to
B
Bt
ż
Y
hpyq trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqs dy “
ż
Y
pAhq trp´∆x1fq ` trpArhV sfq dy. (2.88)
The first term is ż
Y
pAhq trp´∆x1fq dy “
ż
Y
pAhqpyqE }∇ψωptq}2L2x | ωptq “ y(dy.
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If h is a ground state of A, i.e. Ah “ 0, or more generally if Ah ď 0 for all y, then this term is
non-positive, so for a ground state h
B
Bt
ż
Y
hpyq trrp´∆x1 ` V px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqs dy “
ż
Y
trpArhV sfq dy.
Note that ż
Y
trrAphpyqV px1, yqqfpx1, x2, y, tqsdy ď }AphV q}L8y Ld{2,8x }fptq}L1ypL6,2x1 bL6,2x2 q.
So for 0 ď t1 ď t2 and Ah “ 0ˇˇ
E
 
hpωpt2qqErψωspt2q
(´ E hpωpt1qqErψωspt1q(ˇˇ À }f}L1t prt1,t2sqL1ypL6,2x1 bL6,2x2 q.
The boundedness of this weighted average of energy now follows from Corollary 2.15. Further-
more, this inequality implies that the average energy at time t has a limit as t goes to infinity.
More generally, if Ah ď 0, one can show that the limit superior is the same as the limit inferior,
so the same conclusion holds.
When AphV q P L8y pL1x X L8x q and ψ0 P L2ωpL1x X L2xq, Proposition 2.13 implies that the average
energy at time t approaches its limit at a rate of Opt´1{2q. 
Finally, we restate and prove the main nonlinear result in terms of small initial data.
Theorem 2.35 (Well-posedness for small initial data). Consider χ P Ld{2,8 and a random potential
of the form (1.2). Then the equation
iBtψω ´∆ψω ` Vωψω ` pχ ˚ |ψω|2qψω “ 0, ψωpx, 0q “ ψ0px, ωq (2.89)
is well-posed for small initial data. Namely, there exists some ǫ0 such that, if
}ψ0}L8ω L2x ă ǫ0,
then the solution ψω exists with probability one and
}ψω}L8ω L8t L2x ă ǫ0, E}ψω}2L2tL6,2x À }ψ0}
2
L2ωL
2
x
ă ǫ20.
Moreover, average energy is uniformly bounded if it is finite at t “ 0, same as in the linear case.
Strichartz bounds imply scattering and the almost sure existence of the wave operator Wω “
limtÑ8 e
it∆ψωptq for small initial data.
The solution map is locally Lipschitz continuous from L2x to L
2
ωL
2
tL
6,2
x . We get local-in-time
well-posedness for large initial data as well.
Proof. The proof is conducted by means of a standard contraction scheme. Let ψω0 ” 0 and for
n ě 1 define iteratively ψωn to be the solution to the equation
iBtψωn ´∆ψωn ` Vωψωn ` pχ ˚ |ψωn´1|2qψωn “ 0, ψωnpx, 0q “ ψ0px, ωq.
Assuming }ψωn´1}L8ω,tL2x ă 8, the solution ψωn exists on the interval r0,8q for almost every ω.
Due to the L2 norm conservation, ψωn a priori belongs to L
8
t L
2
x with probability one and
}ψωn}L8ω L8t L2x “ }ψωnp0q}L8ω L2x ď ǫ.
By our previous linear estimates from Proposition 2.34,
}ψωn}L2ωL2tL6,2x À }ψ0}L2ωL2x ` }Ψωn}L2ωL2tL6{5,2x ,
where Ψωn “ ´pχ ˚ |ψωn´1|2qψωn is adapted.
Then the norm of the source term Ψωn is bounded by
}Ψωn}L2ωL2tL6{5,2x À }ψωn´1}
2
L8ω L
8
t L
2
x
}ψωn}L2ωL2tL6,2x À ǫ
2
0}ψωn}L2ωL2tL6,2x ,
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where the computations work because
rχ ˚ pL2L2qsL6,2 Ă L6{5,2.
This is guaranteed by χ P Ld{2,8, so we need inverse-square decay.
When ǫ0 is sufficiently small this implies by induction that
}ψωn}L2ωL2tL6,2x À }ψ0}L2ωL2x
for all n ě 1.
Likewise, consider the equation of the difference of ψωn and ψωn´1:
iBtpψωn ´ ψωn´1q ´∆pψωn ´ ψωn´1q ` V pψωn ´ ψωn´1q “ Ψωn ´Ψωn´1,
where
Ψωn ´Ψωn´1 “ ´pχ ˚ |ψωn´1|2qψωn ` pχ ˚ |ψωn´2|2qψωn´1.
Pointwise,
´pχ ˚ |ψωn´1|2qψωn ` pχ ˚ |ψωn´2|2qψωn´1 À pχ ˚ |ψωn´1|2q|ψωn ´ ψωn´1|`
` pχ ˚ rp|ψωn´1| ` |ψωn´2|q|ψωn´1 ´ ψωn´2|sqψωn´1.
Then we estimate each term and get that
}pχ ˚ |ψωn´1|2q|ψωn ´ ψωn´1|}L2ωL2tL6{5,2x À ǫ
2
0}ψωn ´ ψωn´1}L2ωL2tL6,2x
and
}pχ ˚ rp|ψωn´1| ` |ψωn´2|q|ψωn´1 ´ ψωn´2|sqψωn´1|}L2ωL2tL6{5,2x À ǫ
2
0}ψωn´1 ´ ψωn´2}L2ωL2tL6,2x
The important fact is that
rχ ˚ pL2L2qsL6,2 Ă L6{5,2, rχ ˚ pL2L6,2qsL2 Ă L6{5,2.
This is guaranteed by χ P Ld{2,8, so we need inverse-square decay.
Consequently, when ǫ0 is sufficiently small, the mapping is a contraction. Differences ψωn´ψωn´1
are dominated by an exponentially decreasing sequence, so the sequence ψωn converges in L
2
ωL
2
tL
6,2
x .
The limit is an ensemble of solutions pψωqωPΩ with the desired properties.
Concerning the boundedness of the average energy, define the averaged density matrix
fpx1, x2, y, tq “ Epψωpx1, tqψωpx2, tq | ωptq “ yq.
By a computation similar to (2.88) we obtain that
B
BtEErψωsptq “
ż
Y
trpArhpyqV px1, yqsfpx1, x2, y, tqq dy,
from which the boundedness of the average energy follows by Proposition 2.13. 
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